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Ethylrnedinimloteuacnic acid (mTA) and oitri lo~cctic acid (NTA) are 
aminopalycarbaxylic acids which are among the most wmmm sequestrants used 
in indumial and medical applications. Copper is a c m o n  heavy metal 
contaminant and a 'model' divalrnt transition metal eatim. Although a large 
database of stability-conrmt and eathalpy data has been developed for25'C. 
there are few data at  other^^ andpresms. Standard partial molar heat 
capacities C,' and volumes V' an impntant in this comcxt kcsue  they define 
the t c m p m -  andpre--dependence of the stability constants, respectively, 
snd because they are sensitive indicators ofhydration effects for kdamenfal 
studies. To date, EDTA is the only chelant system shldied by flow calorimeW, 
and only the a p p m t  and partial molar m c s  at 2S5C have been reported. 
values of C; and V an born for the aqueou. sodium salts of H,wTA'-(~~), 
HEDTA~(&, mTAL(aq) and NaEDTA1'(aq), and ten metal complexes including 
NqCuEDTA (aq) at ZSDC. No apparent and partial moIarpropeItieS for NTA 
species or NTA complexes have beea reported i thc lihahlrc. 
The objcnives of ihis pmject were: (i) to determine the apparent molar 
pmpdcs  CM and V, fa the EDTA spcies and the E D T A W W  complex 
fmm LO to 5SDC, so that the temperature depend- of C,' and Vs could be 
derived, (ii) to dnmnine the spparrnt and partial molar m e s  for two ?iTA 
species and the NTA complex with copper fmm 10 m 55*C, (iii) m cxwpolate 
the standard partial molarpmpdes for use in induakial application. at 
tnnpmlum above 2WDC by the Hclguon-Kirlrham-Flowers (HKF) model. 
A Sodm CP-C Picker flow micrmloWeterand a Sodev 03D vibrating 
mbe dmrimmeter equipped with pla6num cells werc employed in this wd. 
Apparent molarpmpntiu V, andC,* WRE derermined as a fimcrion of ioaic 
rmgth, then exwpolated m infinite dilution by mans of the G u h e i m  form 
of the extended Dcbyc-H*bl equation to obtain the standard pardal molar 
p m p d ~  V' a d  C,'. 
EDTA and NTA art canplex molecules, with three armon ianizable 
carboxylie acid p u p s  and one or more ionizable amino p u p s ,  all of which can 
an as ligands. Since C,, and V, include conmbutioas fmm all the species 
presenG it was necessary to adjust the pH by adding an excess of add or base m 
contml the speciation. App-t molar heat capadties md v o l u m ~  were 
measured for aqueous solution. of Cu(CIO&, NMtEDTA, Na,CuEDTk 
Na,HNTA, Na,NTA and N a C W  with a canfully calculated excess of HCIO, 
or NaOH where required, h m  10 to 55'C and molalities up to 1.0 ma1 kg'. 
Theoretical methods b e d  on Young's rule ume wed to derive values of C*+ and 
V, for the a q u m  sale ofeach species, and to s u b a t  the "chemical relaxation" 
effna that arise fmm temperature depmdcnt shifts in equilibrium sp~iation. 
The resulting c o m d  Mtucs of C,, and V, were oeated with the 
H o l m a - M m e r  squation to derive a model fa the tmnpem0.m- and ionic- 
strength depmdaace of CM and V, overthis wgc, and mdydpanial m o b  
heat capacttie and volumes for the rpccies Cun, H,EDTA1, CuEDTA*., HNTAi-. 
NTA'., and CuNTAA. Our m u l e  for the apparent molar @es of 
Cu(ClO,),(aq) me consisteat with the data published by Spiaer ct at. (1978). Our 
values of V1 and C, forN%H2EDTA(aq) m in rrasooablc agreement with those 
repomd by Havey and Trmdne (1985) and Hovey et al. (1988) st 2.5-C. The 
values of apparent and standydpartial molar @es forNa,CuEDTA(aq) 
differ significantly h thore demmmed by Hovey and Tmaine  (1985) at 25'C. 
The ionic strength dcpndcnce of a-nt molarpropmies for NaH2NTA(aq) and 
N+CuNTA(aq) is linear, but for Na,NTA. this relationship is more complicated. 
The c~pimenta l  d e  have been smapctated to elevated tcmpnaruru 
with the revised Helgesm-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) model. For Na&EDTA(aq) 
and NeCuEMA(aq), the temperafur. dependence of standard pamhl molar 
@es is similar, which indicates that the solvation behavior of the i a :  
H,EDTAZ- and CuEDTAZ is similar in aqueous solution. This may reflect the 
smctwe of EDTA compln, in which the C ~ ~ ~ c a t i n !  is h i d e  k EDTA chelate 
rtruchlrr. This -It is consistent with the assumption of HKF equation that the 
rolvmt polarization is adequately repmenfed by a Born term which considers the 
ion to be a charged sphere, and that only the charge on the in! is responsible for 
long m g e  ion-solvent in&-. The tempmatwe depadcncc of standard 
@a1 malarpropem'ts for NTA p i e s  is mom complicated than that for EDTA 
species. The rrmetwe ef NTA complex allows the cation inside& NTA 
moleeule to have direct i n t d a  with soIven5 so that for the NTA species 
HNTA2-(aq), CuNIA2'(aq) andNTA'2(aq), the HKF treatment for the standard 
partial molar properties is expected to be less mccarful. 
I am plesred to thanL my &or Dr. Prier R T m e ,  who b g h  
his in- and concern for chemistry, h d y a m i c s ,  and p d u t e  rmdics, has 
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NOMENCLATURE 
parameter in the Holm- and Mmnerequations f o r m  fit of 
smdard panial molar properties in Chap* 2, Equation (2.51). 
parameter Ln the Holmes and Yamerequsnoos for curve fit of 
rmdard pamal molar pmpemes m Chapter 2 .  Equmon (2  5 I )  
parameor in the H o b  and Mesms squations f a  curve fit of 
rmdard partial molar properties in Chapm 2, Equadon (2.51). 
(I = 14) pammms in HKF equstioa, Equation (2.52) and (2.53) 
density of solute or solvent, g mi'. 
v o l u m ~ c  flow rate. em'.=-' . 
heat leak m d o n  factor 
molality, mol kg-'. 
number of moles 
p ~ m ,  MPa
heat in the pnxers. 
effective elccmtatic radius. 
time, set. 
mole fraction. 
molar activity coefficient in Section 22.3. 
HelmholQ h e  energy, 1. 
limiting slope of Debye-Hilckel limiting law. 
constant pressure heat capacity, 1.K-'.mofL 
Gibb free energy, J. 
enthatpy, Imof'. 
equilibrium wmtant. 
molar mass, gmoT1. 
htaf 1. 
gas emtank J-R'mol~'; cm'.bsrmof' 
mwpy, J.K".mol-'. 
tnnperalwe. K. 
internal energy of a system, J. 
molar volume, cm'.mol-'. 
the power of the heater defined by Eqvation (2.36). waits. 
exteosivc molar value. 
gmeric symbl for app-t molarpmperiie~, C, and V, etc. 
m c r  diode. 
G m k  Letten 
a dew of dimintion, first equiliirium. 
P degree of h i a t i o n ,  second equilibrium. 
Y activity ooefficient 
6 defend. 
A Lffermce. 
static dielectric combmt 
solvna dcpmdent "shnctulp1" mnpnatun. 
ohanid ptential, J mol". 
stoicbiomshy number. 
volumetric heal q&ty, J KK' mnn3. 




sctivily ~effioicnt quotient 
cell a in Picker calorimeter. 
cell b in P i c k  calaimcter. 
symbol of h n p n a m  Merit. 
component I. 
comwentj. 
symbol of specific mnperalun in mlorimnrr 
solutim. 
rpecier. 
component A in solution. 
component B in nolution. 
component C in solution. 
component 1 in an ideal solution. 
sa~mlition liquid 
constant pnne.  
constant mperaturr. 
c o m t  volume. 
p m  water. 
Y relative to the apparmt m o k p q m i e s .  
4 a p p m  molar pmpmia. 
Superscripts 
re1 chemical rrlaxatim contribution 
symbol for standard partial molar properties. 
INTRODUCTION 
E t h y l c n d n i t r i l o f ~ c  acid (WTA) and 
ammnopaljcacbxylic acidr which areamong the mosl mmmw sqmstmn wed 
in i n M  pppliEatim. There appticatim include cleaning various 16nds of 
boilen, softening boila and - water, mating oil wells to m o v e  and eonmi 
scales and cmain m i n d ,  and d m m m k a h g  nuclearreann rysrems. There 
are also rnedinllal urer of EDTA and NTA that include mating Alrheimer'r 
disease by the complexation of aluminum (Yaegn, 1983). m g  ulcers. 
perianhrinr and similar ailmens (Guanorti, 1986), and lnjecnm as agenrs for 
increased wnwn in NMRbody imaging (Ruage et al., 1984). NajI,EDTA %Its 
are used to m o v e  cadmium mmury, and lad from the body (Borcolo et al.. 
1983). EDTA mammt of metal poisoning may inmduce fuh (Wedeen er 
al.,l983), but its wide versatility in the canplenadon of many heavy metal rrms 
makes it a %&able chemical mmmt (Jones and Ran, 1976; C-, 1955). 
In all of the applications of EDTA and NTA, the principl f- ts on the 
complexation of divalmt or nivalmt ions. The complexation equtlibria of most 
metal ions of intenst haw akady  k e n  invertigated at OP near25'C. bur msny of 
the applications involve r n n p + m ~ e ~  considerably higher tba. 25°C for wtuch 
!here an no equilibrium data Values in the mgc 0-37'C an very useful for 
m v h m n d  and medical applicatim. D m  in the m g e  80 to 3 W C  M 
required to model the use of EDTA andNTA BS ehelating agerim f a  cleaning 
mew axides and sa le  fmm bailm or nuclear reactor cmqmnmu. The desired 
equilibrium constants for high taqmatnre solutions can be d ~ l a t e d  by
combining lmow stability -tans and emhalpia of c o m p l d o n  at 2SDC with 
the mpimmtal heat capcities that form the main pas of thk work 
M e ~ ~ m e m e n s  of the dm~t ier  of ~ ~ W O U I .  EDTA andNTA salutions yield 
pacam- ra(- fathe heat capacity calculations, aud partial molar volumes 
that provide useful information on hydnrrion effcctP. The 4 t . s  of svch 
quilibtium calculanons an pnrmted later in thk thcsis. 
T h m  is now a d l y  complete thenndynamic data b.w for aqveour 
complcra of EDTA and NTA with many cations near 25'C (Manell and 
Motekitis, 1988; Martell and Smith 1982; Christensen and km, 1983: An- 
1975). The data bssc far log K and AHD is summariredin W m  23.4 of Chapter 
2. 
On themher hand, poremially valuabk -C data fm cMlplexer 
of EDTA and M A  with m e  otha h p t m t  catiom are lacking. Aennan 
values of AC; would allow both AH' and In K to be ntrapalated to temprranmr 
beyondthe mgc of the otigiaal mensmmts ,  thenby permitting c a l d a t i m  of 
AC; valw by way of ( JInK 1 JT)* = AW I ( RT2) and ( JAH' I JT), = ACpo. 
Unfommtcly, thc magnifieatim of errors andmemintier associated with 
diffmtiatim, and &o the complicatiom m d m d  above, cause many AC,' 
valuw to have very large uncertainties. Calorimetric medJurrmmts of hest 
capcitie have therefore bem c&ed out as described in the following cbaptm. 
Dmsitier have also been measure4 leading to new apparent and partial molar 
volumer. Analysis of the mlfsllt  expimental data to obtain thc dcshed s m d d  
m a l  molarpqerlies of spccifid imw is compIiG=ted by the fact that some of 
the solutim investigated contained multiple species in equilibrium with one 
anorha. Thamodpamie measmanen5 carried out at co-t ionic sUmgtb in 
rolutio05 of alkali m d  r a h  arc also complicated by the fomtion of alkali metal 
complexes EDTA (Martell and Smith, 1992: Andenpp, 1977). To dare, the d y  
chclant system rmdiedby flow calorimetry is EDTA and i s  complexes, and only 
Be appamt and panid molar@es at 25OC have bera r q m e d  H- and 
Tmnaine (1985) mwuredC; and V for NeH,EDTA (aq) and ten metal 
complexes including NaCuEDTA (aq) at 25'C. In 1988, andV' for 
NeH,EDTA (aq) at 2 5 T  were m e d  again by Hovey n al. (1988) as pan of I 
study leading to values for H,EDTAz'(aq), HEDTA3'(aq), EDTAL(aq) and 
NaEDTA1-(aq). No apparent and p d a l  molupmpaties for NTA species or NTA 
complexes have been m e d  in the literam. 
The purpaees of this study are 
I. To demmine the apparent molar and panid mol- 
volmn for the anionic EDTA species and one of the EDTA metal 
complexes h m  10 to 55'C. so that the tempcram dependmec of the 
s t d a d  partial molar @es may be derived Copper has b m  chosen 
as a model system. 
11. To detmnine the qprmt molar and p3rtiai m o l a r  for two NTA 
species andthe NTA complex with copper h m  10 to 55-C, so that the 
trmprraturr dcpmdcnee of the s-d partid molar em~mlies may be 
dammined 
111. To extrspolate tte standard pattial molar @es to high t c q m a m  
(above 2CQeC) by the HKF model for use in inhmiai applications. 
Smaller, more accum nwpolatiom in the range 0-37" relevant to 
envi-cntal and medical applications have been made by meam of the 
Holmes and M m e r  (1983) quar im 
Bsause copper is a m i t i a n  metal with many applications in industry, it was 
chosen as a model system for the EDTA and NTA complexes to be examined in 
this rmdy. The aparmt m o k  and padal molar @er of coppa(Il) 
perchlorate from LO d 55'C wen also mauured to dehmine taweraOm- 
depmdant standard panid molar pmpenies for CI?' (aq) over the range of interm. 
All of thae measurrmens have bem wed in variow classical 
thmnodyoamic calmlatiom involving the standard partial molar volume^ and heat 
capacities of individual species. These calculations include models for the 
tempmanre depcnbce of standard partial molar propertin. and chemical 
relaxation calculations on roludons mtainingmixal e lnmlyra  aod system 
comprised of two eq~ill'brib 
This thesis deals mostly with hrmcdynamic studies of aqueoys solutioas, 
both apimmtal and UKontical. A lagc &tion ofthe thesis dexribeD the use 
of flow microcalormeas aad dmrmnen for the &termination of the standard 
partial molar volumes and heat capacities of aqueow solutiors. 
The thesis is comprised of six chapten, three ofwhich deal with the 
thermodynamics of aquaqumus rolvfions ofCu(CIOJ, (aq), Na,H,EDTA(aq), 
NqCuEDTA(aq). NqHNTA(aq), NaCuNTA(aq) andNa,NTA(aq). The 
experimental and thmrefid techniques that have becn d to provide 
thermadymnic data for meSe system are prcsenred in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 2 
EXPEWMENTAL EQUIPMENT AW TECHNIQWS FOR THE 
DETERMIYATION OF APPUlENT MOLAR HEAT CAPACllTES AND 
VOLUMES OF AQUEOUS ELECTROLYTES 
2.1. InPodadon 
The imparance of @a1 molinmlvme~ and heat capacities can be seen 
upon conridnation of the t h m m c  equations that describe many 
equilibrium prc€esses. Fmm an analysis of the 6tst and secor~d lam of 
thmnodynamies the Gibbs free a q y  cchaogc of a pmccss defines whRhn or not 
it is spantaneour. Tlus d t  when combined with the &&tition of the Gibbs free 
energy dG= d(H-TS), Imds to the comlusim that the GIMJ i i e  energy is a 
measure of the spontaneity of a process at constant tempram and-un. Here 
G a the Gibbs 6ee energy, H the enthalpy, and S the en-. A state of 
equilibrium is defined when the change in the Giibs free energy of apmcess is 
equal to zcm at constam tnopcnuure and prcr~un (PiQcr and B-s, 1961; Kloa 
and Rosmbng, 1986; Rigogae and D m ,  1954). Combining dG = 0 with dG = 
d(H - TS ),and the equations resulting fmm the k t  (dU = 8q+ &a) and second 
(dS = 8q-/ T ) lam leads to the exprarion 
where V is the volume associated with the system, and dp is the CO-"ding 
change in p-re associared with a change in the Giibs fcee energy of dG. 
The following equation is easily dclived to show that the pres~we 
dependence of the Gihbs free energy for a system is equal to the volume of that 
sysan. 
(JG I = V 12.21 
The classical dcfintion of the heat capacity ( at constant pnsnue): C, - q, 1 AT 
which is valid only for mall values of AT, may be combined with the fim and 
rwond laws to yield 
c, = (ax I an, 
$ = T (JS I a n ,  
8 
These cxpressiolu clearly show the impatmcc of the heat capacity function in 
detetmining the tempemme dependence of the mwpy andmthalpy that in 
may be used to detmnine the tnnpemnrre dependence of the Gibbs hee mergy. 
In this chapter, the thmodynamics of aqueous solutims. the apaimrntal 
mnhods for deamining of& a p p m t  molar heat capacities and volumes of 
aqieous rolutions, and related calculatiom ane dianurcd 
2. Thermodyaamies of Aqoeo.s Systemdl 
2.2.1. Thermadynamic hnctlom of State €or Water 
In general if the name and amounts of substances arr specified, rhe 
volume. tmperafu~. and piesum M related by m quation of the form: V = 
0 . p )  horn as the equation of Sate. Only two of V, T, and p can be varied 
independently. 
Since e principal aim of the present mcarch work is to obtain 
thermodynamic @cs of ~ W O U I ,  rolutionr, accurate functions of state for 
pun water are very important Thwe will be uwd to calculate heat capacities. 
volumes and other thmodynamic proper tic^ of the pure solvent rcqukd to 
calculate the partial molar properties of aqueous species from the experimental 
data. Accurate thcrmodyaamic pmputia of water are also required For we in 
modeling the pmperties of a9ycow species at elevated tnap"tue and phuure. 
Our heat capacity memrmena wire accurate valuu forthe opecific 
heat of water at amspheric pressure. Aecarding to Kell(1972). the most accurate 
values for the trmpmture dependace of en. at amaspheric pnssun are thore 
finm Ulc work of Osbome aal. (1939) of the U. S. B- of S ~ ~ .  The 
values of c, at I a m  are g*cn by 
c,. 1 (I g.') = 4.1855 { 0.996185 +O.W02874 [(t + 100) 1 1001'" + 
0 . 0 1 1 1 ~ )  x lo40m} ( 2 . 51  
Kell(1967,1972) has reported critically campiled valuer for dcas~ty of H,O 
and D p  fmm 0 to lSO°C, that can be -entcd by a dona1 hction with seven 
parameters, 
with smalls numbm of pmmetcn needed fa the less extensive data of other 
kotopic forms of warn, the coefficiens obtained are given in Table 2.1. 
Many eguatim have been prqmscd m -t the behavior of liquid 
water at elevated p-ns, but mly a few em be mentioned here. The 
expimental o b m t i m  at low presmc cim be rqmsented nuhercI06ely by any 
of a number deqmtionr with three parameters. me of which is usually the 
volume. One such equation, 
w h m  Vo is thc velumc at LCTO PRJ- ( sometimes q p ~ x i m a t u i  by the volume 
at amo~phmic pm-) and A and B are adjustable constans, was publuhcd by 
Tait (1889). Thlr equation is idmfical with 
(Kell. 1972) where C = ABV., V. = Vo(l-A), and V. is defined as the volume of 
the fluid if the equation is valid at infinite pnssure. Equation 2.7 is o h  called 
the T& eqvation (Ke& 1972). though the form ured by T W  had DT in 
place of C. Equation 2.7 warmed for water by Eckart (1958). The equation thar 
b- Tait's name, 
(- I I v,) (av I ap) = A I (B + p) 
when A and I3 differ h r n  the values in Equation 2.6 far Ule ordinary range of 
dm. wss proposed by Tanrmann (Kcll, 1972). Equations 2.8 and 2.9 have been 
widely used for a number of liquids, including warn (Li, 1967). but Haywad 
(1967a; 196%) h d s  that Equation 2.6 is to be preferred. 
Kc11 (1972) has npoacd that volvmctdc data in the region h r n  0 to 150°C 
and I bar to I kbar, couldbe qmsmted by the equation 
where V., is the volume of water at atmospheric prr~sure (1.013 bars), x = p - 
1.013. w h m  p is the pressure in bars, anda,, q and b arc functions ofthe 
tempemme. l h  equation provides an adequate fit to the accurate exp~rhmtal 
PVT data over this rather limited mge of tempmmm without the cO~XI~I~CBQOM 
ncces~sry in &ll equation of state. 
Detailed and accurate equations of smte forsaf over a v q  w& range of 
temperantre and presswe have been developed by Haar n al. (1984). Hill (1990) 
and W w e r  (1995). Levelt Smgm (1994) has pmvidcd a ~ummary of  the new 
infernational formulati- for the iimctirnr of mte for pure water. 
23.2. Partial molar properties 
Piutial moiarpmpmia ea. be &rived by w n s i b g  the total differential 
of the Gibbs free energy. For systems of variable composition, the GGbs free 
magy must be a funcricn of tmqxrature T, pressure p and the mount of tach 
component (moles) 
G = G(T, p, n,, n,,--, n,--) 12.111 
Hen 4 repmats the number of moles of component i. The total differential for 
the Gibbs free en= for thae rypa of systems is 
dG = (JGlJ17,a, dT (JGIap),, dp + ( J G I a )  , , ,  . ., dn, (2.12) 
The +hid tcrm in equation above is related w the chemical pmnial for rpeeia i. 
r ,  (Pi= and B m n ,  1961). By definition: 
Panial rnolarpmwier are defined g e n d l y  by 
- 
P = ( J P l J = , ) r  .,..,.., 
so that the chemical potential F, is equal to the partial molar Gibbs fxe energy. 
All of the thmndpamic equations that desmii the relationship between 
the Gibbs fxe energy and derivativs of the Gibbs fxe energy with respect to 
tempmum and prersurc are valid for tk cmmpmdingrelalionr mthpamal 
molar properties. For example, the following Eqvatim show these relationship 
for partial molar volumes: 
For a q u a  soludonr, the chemical potential of a substance is therefore 
dsfinsd as the Gibbr kee change permole of substance added to the 
solution when the a m m t  added becomes Mnishindy d, or the Gibbs fxe 
energy change when 1 mol dthe substance is ad&d to an &ce amount of the 
aqumw phase, the tempratlor and pmsure being held eolutam in eimnaur. 
Pardal molar pqet-6- at very imponant fathc dewriptien of the 
properties of dilun aqueow ~)Iutiom. The rcmpnaaue dependence of the pardal 
molar hear capasitis and volumcr daqumus s a l w i m  at coonam prcsnm mun 
be h o r n  to obtain the panid molar Giibs lk cnagy. Thae m U  be diwu9wd 
below. 
2.23. ~ppuent Y o h  Propenicr and Iolric Smngth Effects 
As d i s c 4  in rhc above Mi- panid molar prepmi- are additive. 
That m- f a  the mEOSive &ermdynamic Y, 
P ' L " , ?  i.:E: 
*-here q is the number of moles for companent i and 7 is rhe pardal molar 
pmpary for componna i. 
The epparem molar pmpcny Y, is wed as a U)nvmient parameter for 
h a m k i n g  &al molar 9yantinu h eqmimenral dam (Pi= and Brewer. 
1961). By definition: 
whm q and n, am the numbm af moles of pvre water and submce disolved 
nspcetively, Y is the value of the emnsiyc pmpsy for the total quantity of 
rolution ( r,. i q mol). and YG is the molar mmsive property for purr water at 
the rune tempram dprcssurr. For example, if 1 mole of NaCl is added to 
1000 g of water, the change in volume of the solution qxsemu the -1 
molar volume of the oolvte. The bulk pmpmies of the solution may be calculated 
b m  tabulared pmpmies f a  YU by mnanging Fpatioo 2.17, 
P a d  molar propties arc unrally demminedby mmuring the appw2nI molar 
popmy of i n m e n  Fmm the definition of appamt molarpmpedes, Equation 
2.18 can be diffmtiarcd with ~ s p m  rn o ( holding n. as consmt) to obtain 
and since the molality m is defined for mmtml n., this becomes 
For example, the apparent moiarpmpaty VU can be d i d y  calculated 6mm the 
composition and densities of the solution and the pure solvent by Equation 2.17: 
the differentiation is thcn carried out gmphically or analydcally urring Eqvation 
2.19. Equations 2.19 and 2.20 can be used along with Y* values obtained over a 
m g e  of c o n c m ~ t i m  to calculate the carrsponding par~ial molarpmpties. 
At infinite dilurion, a = 0 and the. important relarimhip YD = Y,* a 
abed h m  E p t i o n  (2.19). Here the supmcripr * kdicatcr the hypothetical 
one mol.kgi thnmodynamic standard state, and YO is, by defmitia~ the standard 
piutial molar property. 
The conmwtion dependace of an apparent molar propew, Y,, can be 
nmapalatcd to infinite dilution with the aid of the Debye-Hackel limiting law. 
where Ay is the Debye-Hackel limiting slope for apparent molar pmpemn and 
can be calculated h thmrj reviewed by B d c y  and Piecr (1979). The ionic 
sfrength I and the " valence factor" o are defined andnlated by 
B, and C, im adjustable mtants. 
Several extended Dcbye-Hticlrel equations have been developed in recent 
yeam to desmic ihe molaliry dqendena  of apparent molar pmpenies overa 
wide mge of tmpmums (Pitzeta al., 1984; H e l m  a al., 1981; Holmes and 
M-er. 1983; Millem. 1979). For very dilute solutions, fmm Equation 220 and 
the extended form of the Debye-Hilckcl equation (Hovey.1988; Millem, 1979), 
the relationship between partial molar @es andionic strmgth is as follows: 
7 = Y' * 1.5 A, o 1'" / ( I  + 1'") 12.231 
The relationship was limp-ed by Guggmheim (1949. Fmm this ntpnssim 
and Equation 2.20, an empirical expmsim for the ionic strmgth dependence of 
apparent molar pmpcaies may be derived from the Dcbye-Hilckel limiting law: 
Appannt molar@a of aqueous electrolytes are ~pnomted 
satisfactorily to modrmte ionic smtlgths by the Guggcnhcim form of the extended 
Debye-Hf3ckcl equation presented above (Equation 2.24). The apparent molar 
pmpn?. data in this thesis are represented well by this expmmion. 
Somctim*i, aqueous solutions umtain a d d i t i d  solute species. Fm 
example, in %EDTA1- (aq) solutions, that m u s t b  an cquilibrim conccntratm 
of the species HEDTA* (BP) and H,EDTA' (aq). The presence of the additional 
species in these solutions must be accounted for in analyzing the b a t  capacities 
and volumes that c m  directly fmm the calorimmic and densimctric 
meamcmentp. This is done by using Ymg's  NIC ( Young and Smith, 1954). 
Young's rule d t s  h the definition of "mean" qparentmolar p u p t i e s  of a 
solution that contains k-I solute +es by the exprrssion 
where Y is the e 6 v e  pmpaty of a specified quantity of solution, Y,O is the 
properly of one mole of warn. and n, and q are the s t o i c h i o  
moles of warn and solute j in the gpCCifKd quantity of solution. 
Young's mle ean be expressed for fhe symmS of present i n t m  
~ = F ~ ~ . + F , ~ , + . . . + F ~ Y + , ~ + ~  (2.261 
where F, = m, i Em,, and the apparent molarpropmies Y*,, all paair, to the mtzl 
ionic strength of the solution. The term 6 is an interaction parameter. Ifthe 
solutes share a common anion or cation, it may be jvatified to tahe 6 = 0 (Young 
and Smith, 1954). 
Equation 226 is valid for all expimental values of L+ and V,. Heat 
capacity measumnnm on solution3 with species in equilibrium are complicated 
by chemical relaxation effects, discussed klow. 
2.2.5 Cbemical Relnration 
Early heat capaciry measwemats an aqueous rollrtim containing partially 
dissociated solutes (Randall imd Taylor, 1941). showed peculiar trends in rhe 
obsnved rpsific heat as a function of ionic smn& The apparent molar heat 
capacities of sulphuric acid at ionic strength fmm about 0.2 to 0.05 mold were 
observed to in-, conwry to the behavior expected far totally dissociated 
solutes. The aplana6on war given by Randall andTaylor (1941): 
'*If a d o n ,  for example, Ule dissociation of bisulhte ion into hydmgm 
aad sulfate ions, is m m  complete at a highertanpmatmz than at a lower, 
then the heat earrsponding to the additiml Man of bisulhte ion 
dissociated at the higher tnnperam will be meazurrd as though it w e  a
psn of the heat capacity ofthc ~ ~ I u t i m ' '  
This is w e  of the carlies dimtnaanents regarding Ule cmuibutioos thm arc 
presently labeled "chemical relaxation". Homer .  it tum~ out that this effect is 
not limited to reactions that are more complete at highertempmlures 
(endothermic) but also thmc that are less complete (nrothnmic) as will be shown 
below. 
The mast co-hmlve descriptions of the mntributiotm from "chemical 
nlmtion" w m  derived by Hepla and his colleagues (Woolley and Hepler, 1977: 
Mmn. et al., 1984) to interprel peke ealorimedc meaMWents b m  flow 
calorimeters. 
The e&ct of chemical relaxation on hcatcapaeities can be visualized by 
expressing the total enthalpy of a system (mntaining solvmt, solute, andprcducm 
obtained h dissociation or polymerization of the solute) as: 
where n, and H, am the number of moles and panial molar enrhalpicr of cach 
component in the ryrtem. Eqtation 2.27 can be differentiated with cespen to 
rnnp"m at c o m t  pressure to yield 
C, = CdHldO, = XI nl CJK/JO, & H, (Jn/JO, (2 .28  I 
For systems that do not undergo any change in the relative mncmwtion of 
components, the only cmtributim to the heat capacities are those d i n g  h m  the 
k t  tenn in Equation 228. However, formany other systems, including thme 
coasbting of a liquid in equilibrivm with its vapor, and the solute cquil i ia 
present in aqueous solutios the total heat capacity is due to all species present ( I n  
term) and also to the change in the number ofmoles of each species presem (2nd 
ten"). 
It is eonvmicnt to disurra chemical relaxation in terms ofthe W o n a l  
extent of a d o n  and its relation to apparent molar properties. Following 
Woolley and Hepler (1977). the t- in Eqtation 2.28 can be eqmsed by 
where "rp" repents species and "rel" represents the conuibution from chemical 
relaxation. F~om the definition of Y, in Equation 2.17, the expsimental apparmt 
molar hear capacity CMw is described by the equation 
The heat capacity of solutions of non-dissoehhg solutes contams no u)ntribuflm 
from chemical relaxation. The desired apparmt molar heat capmiry of the rpecier 
Chew fmm solutions containing partially W t e d  solutes can be calculated 
using 
c;., = cP7 - , - I  (axiaq;' 12.31) 
This last term in E@on 2.31 is the relaxation t m  fhat must be -fully 
evalvated in ordm to svbbact rhe effects af chemical relaxation. 
As pmsmtcd by Woolley and Hepler ( 1977), the relaxation term can be 
mittm 
where a represents the hctional exteat of reactiaa. Thc quantity (JHJJw), is 
d i d y  related to rhe mthalpy of reaction 
(8~"'fdCZm)~ = &i, ( 2 . 3 3 )  
where AH,- comqmnds to the enthalpy of the mction at the ionic sum& of 
interm. Combination ofthe above equations leads to an expnsion for rhe 
mwibution ofchemical relaxation to a-t molar heat capacities 
- c; - &i, (JdJq, 1 2 . 3 4 1  
It is wonb considering the sign of chemical relaxation earrenions in a 
general s u e .  If the quantity (JdJT), is positive, C%s imphs that the enthalpy of 
the reaction is endothermic ( innearing dissoeiation with inneaslng temperature). 
Similarly, ~f (JdJT), is negative then the enthalpy ofreaction must be exothermic. 
Since the relaxation contribution is evaluated by the pmduct of the enthalpy 
change and (WaT),, the contribution is always positive. 
A discussion in deml about the fam of (admar)  and me appropiate 
calmlatiom will be given in next chapters 
2.2.6. Tempemtore a d  Pmmre Dependast Eqmllibfimm Comunu and 
Activity CocWcienb 
The d i h t i a l  relatiom bel-ween ~ d ~ c  functiom andthe Gibbs- 
Helmholk equation yield the relevant ~ a d ~ c  rehtionships forthe
temperature and p s m e  depndence of equil~hiym mmmttc as follom: 
(a 2 F  1 an, = .cap (2 .371 
Below 200DC, seam oamtion primes are so d l  that the fleet ofpressUte on 
In K h negligible, so that 
and 
In KtQ - h K(TJ = f; nHYQ 1 (RT2) dT 12.391 
If To is chosen to be 25OC or 298.15K. the tnn&mame depndmce of me 
formation eonstam forthc eanplcxcr a n  be obmined by 
The ~lancnships berareen matn ionic activity soefficientr and the partial molar 
volume and heat capacity are pmvidedby Millno (1979). The prersrrre 
depmdmcc is described by the equations: 
(a I. Y, I wr = (I - w I (VRQ ( 2 . 4 1 1  
and 
a ( T - v q ~ a p  = - ( i - r ?  ( 2 . 4 2 1  
where v is the number of im formed by one molecule of elecaolyte, R is the gar 
co- T is the absoluv tmp=mfyrc, f is the pnid m l m  vvolumc of k 
electrolyte at inhi* dildon and r is rhe panial molar is&& cnnprrssrbilip 
of&= hcelecmlyrc, r = (a? 1 +), 
For the rrmpcratvrr dependence of y., the rrprrssions are: 
whm 2 is rhe partial molar en&dpy ofthe elccmlyte. From Equati- 2.41- 
2.44. the umprmrurr and pressre efflecu on the activity sacfficienu of 
e l s m l y a  can be calcularai ar follows: 
~e~T=H-~'irtherrlative~almol~~en~,and?=<-C;irthe 
relative @al molar heat capacity. The values of Y and Z at variw tenqmam 
me given by Millem (1979). 
23. AqUmIU EleCUobtW 
23.1. The Born Equalion and the I i y d d o n  of Simple Ions 
An appmximaD model for ion-roivm i n m a d m  was svggened by Born 
m 1920. In the Bom model ( Bom, 1920), an ion is viewed as a rigid m d u c m g  
sphm of radius r, bearing a charge qe. (e. is the electmnic charge), and rbe solvem 
IS taken to be a mucturelcrs diclsmc sontinyym. Thus, the pmblem of ion- 
solvent interadan -= the following form: %z ir the work done in 
nanrfem'nzo chnrgedrpkrefmm vacuum inro a eontinuurn? 
The Born model view the k en- of ion-solvmt i n m a d m  as 4 
to the work of muufnring a charged sphere from VBC- into a continuum of 
static dielecaic consant E .  T k  Gibbs 6ee encrgy is the rn of the worlr of 
discharging the ion in vacuum and work of charging the ion in dre sohrmt. 
Equation 2.46 pledids that the smaller the ion and the I- the didecaic constant 
E. thC greater will be the magnitude of the fire energy change in rhe negative 
direction. 
By considering a charged sphere equivalent to an ion, the Born m&I is 
assuming that it in only the charge oa the ion (a charged sphere) that is 
rerponrible forion-solvent in&-. The imeractiom between the solvent and 
the ion are conridnrd to be solely clectmstatic in &gin. Although the Born 
model over-simplifies the problem, its approach to ion-solvent 111teractions. and 
the fact that it gave amwen of the same order of m a g d  
to confirm the hypothesis that iom exist in solution. The B m  theory provides a 
s~mple and impartant model for the role of long-range solvent polanration in the 
hydmion of simple iom. 
2.32. Various Models far IoDSolvat Intmrfiomr 
Early canparis- betMen the predictions of the Born themy and the 
results of experiment mvealed that the B a n  values forthe heats of ion-rolvmt 
interactions me numerically too high, in wnne cases nearly 50% higher (Boclrrir 
and Reddy, 1970). This suggests that ion-solvent inDRetions are much weaker 
than the Barn theary predicts them to be. Also, thne is no provision in the B a n  
rhcary for cmsidming m wbat extent the values of d i e l d c  comtmts near an ion 
may be different h the bulk values. Clearly thc rrmehne of the solvent near an 
ion must be e m i d a d  
A s m c t u d  m m t  of ion-rolvmt in temdm wari initiated by B d  
and Fowler (1933). In this ion-dipole model, theneighbark4 of an ion was 
considered to consist of dmee mgi- with differing ~olventsrmcrure: (I) the 
prrmary ar mucrurr-forming redon, (2) the ssondary or srmcturr brraldng 
region. and (3) the bulksolvent The ion-solvent inDReti0m consist of several 
contributiorls. The Gibbr -agy change arising h ion-solvent inreracuons. 
AGtA0, is eompmed of both mthalpy changes and ennopy changes. In this ion- 
dipole model, as a rimplificd txearmmt, d y  the mthalpy changer. will be mated 
The work of transferring a solvatcd ion fmm vacuum inm a cavity in the 
solvent is equal to the Bom heat of solvation. This mtribvtion to the total heat of 
ion-solvent intmadm shall be called the Bom "charging" emhibutios W,. 
Thw, per mole dionr, 
W, is the work associated with solvat-dipole polmizatim W m d  the fun 
hybtion shell. The total heat of ion-solvat m 6 o n s  A H  contains 
conmitiions from the work of cavity f-tim (YV,), cluster dismciatim (W.), 
formation of the primary rolvated i m  (W,..). Born charging (W,), smcolrr 
breaking (W,d and c o n M o n  (WJ, hence 
The last term is the work of formation of priamy solvated i m  W,.,. 
Semi-confinuum models for the calculation of rtrndard Rafe changer ln 
Gibbs frec megy, cmhalpy andatropy m t  the water in thc primary hydrahon 
sphere as discrete molecules, and consider the xandary hydration sphere to be a 
dielectric continuum Goldman and Bates (1972) developed a remisontinuum 
model for ronic solvation. Tremaine and Goldman (1978) have enended this 
model to high temperam. In this model, the prhnary hydration sphm is t&en to 
m i s t  of discrete mtamoleculcs, each considered as an isotropic polarizable 
rphm containing an o f f - ~ m t m d  ipole. The potential energy change for the i m  
and mtcr m o l d u  in the primary hydration sphere is a sum of potential energy 
term which are: the energ of inmction of the charge on the tend ion with the 
n pmnanmt, off-centered dipoles of the surrounding primary water molcculu: the 
energy of i n t d o n  of the charge on the eenwl ion with then induced dipolu in 
the primary w a t ~  molecules; the dipmion interadon energy of the cent4 ion 
with the mrmmding primary watrrmoleculu: the energy of interadon between 
the primsly water molecules amundthe cenwl i q  pluri a genemi clecmnsloud 
repulrion r m .  Goldman and Bates (1972) treated the secondary hydration sphere 
as pan of the dielectric continuum. The model is an adequate appmximatim for 
the Gibbr energies of hydration of mom* and di-valent iow, and has been 
extended to mi-valem cations. It is unable to model the behavior of derivative 
-fa functiw (entmpy, heat capacity. stc.). A principal limitation is that there 
is no specific treamtmt for the xcandary hydration sphere which is very impo~ta~t 
at low t"p"111re. The model is nrpected fo be mom ~ceessful high 
tnpnatures. where the secondary hydration sphm can be tAaM as a dielecaic 
continuum (Tmaine and Goldman, 1978; T a n w  and Piuer.1989). 
Another approach is to desmbe the primary hydration sphm by a bi-layer 
continuum madel ( A b d a q  1986). k e  oearmmts v e n t  the p i m q  and 
secondary solvation shells as a continuum layem each with a l o w  d i e l h c  
corutant thm that in rhe bulk solvent A general equation for the Gibbs k 
m ~ g y  of solvation for a n-layer model can be obtained Abraham (1983) 
rwnmarired equations for one layer and two-layer as folloars: 
(;)The Bom model, r, = a 
AG,, = - (Z~J'  (I - E;') / (2rJ ( 2 . 4 6 )  
(;;)The one-layer model, ( first layer r = b and E = e,) 
I 12.491 
(%)The twc-layer model (first l a m  = b and€ = E,, second layerr = c aada = €3 
Abraham (1986) assumedthe standard thrmadynamic fvmdons -composed 
of e l m t i c  and ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ t a t i c  c011UibUtioay. Values for the nm- 
elccwsatic term wem obtained fmm eomspnding solvation paramem of nm- 
polar -US solutes. Abraham usedthe me-layer madel. with an -ed 
coafguration am and a " a w l  term in addition to the clectmstatic B m  tam, E, 
The neuud t m  N repsented cavity formation and dippenion forces and was 
&mated fmm Cpo data for the aqueous noble p e s .  The coofiguration term C 
was obtained by rubmmbg N and E h m  the expimental dam Two possible 
models of nmrmation had been used. 
In the fun ~mmat inq  E, wap calculated by the one-layer madcl, and N, 
was obtained by fitting the standard heat capcities of mble gases to an equauon. 
The empirical on term C,, which is related to the viscmity B-coefficient 
and includes hydrophobic effects, was tbcn calculated. T a h g  C, as a m e a m  of 
Stmeture-making and Stmcture-breaking, the c m o n  ions can be classified into 
taro categories by Abraham model: (i) srmeture-&g i m  such as F, LiA, Na* 
with C, >-I W J K-'moT1; and (ii) S t m e t u r e - M g  i m  such as KKK \uith C, c 
-250 J K-'moT1. BMW C, dqm& on the cmmmta used to calculate E,, it i s  
difficult to find a general equation to calculate the C tnm even at 298 K 
In the second summation, the mwl t m  N, aras obtained from data for 
hydrophobic rolute~, w, Ulat the hydrophobic effects were included in the neuwl 
term. E, w a ~  calculated by the -0% 
E =Z1 T [-J (3)~ + (L) (3), l 
SiTE, E: m e; JT. b ".52a' 
where b = r + 2.8A. Themfore F, refers to the energy for trausfening a hydrated 
ion with radius r + 2.8A fmm gns phase to solvent Then C1 rvas computed by 
submting N, and E, fmm the exwimmt.4 heat capacity data. It aras possible to 
comlate Ct with ionic radius. F a  singly, doubly, and bply charged cations, and 
singly charged anions. mono- or ply-atomic, C,was givm by, 
A related model is presented below in which the dielecmc consgnt of the 
primary solvation layer is assumed to be E = 1. 
2.32. Aclgeron-Kirkhm-PIow~ Mod4 ( EKF Eqmatlon) 
As the Equalion 2.46 shows, the change in i n d a d  state hem capacity d a  
chemical reaction is related to the second derivative o f  the equilibrium constant 
with T e n  10 tan-M. EquilzMum constam nGibbr fm energies of 
reaction can be calculated at elevated t e q e m m s  using hem capacity dam 
providing rhat room InnperaNre equilibrium andenthalpy data are ava~lable ( see 
the discussion in Section 2.2.6). 
A classic deseripfion of the b o d p a m i c  propmi- of aqucow i m  is 
provided by the Born equation as discussed in Section 23.1. The Born equation 
can be derived by considering the difference in free energy of charwg a hard 
?here ( of fixed radius) in WNO and in a solvent that can be regarded as a 
continuous dielectric medim from the surface of the ion m an infinite distance 
fmm the ion. 
There me numenus difficultis with use of the Born equaltom for rolutioas 
nearrmm t ~ ~ .  Moaf of the pmblm are relared to the indqmte  
assumption that *is a contimm dielectric fluid ( especially near an ion 
when dielectric siuuradon is know1 to occur) and to uneermhtia in assignisg 
ionic radii to salutes in water. G e n d l y  h e  radii are larger than the 
crystallographic radii and M denoted "effecdve" aqu- radii. The dielectric 
camtart ofwater k a s m  fimm a value of appmximately 78 at 25'C to I s s  d m  
20 at 3(N1°C ( Uemarm and Franck 1980). It is expecDd that becaw of this 
decrease in the static dielectric c m m t  ( due mainly to bmkdo- of ordered 
water mu- b-me of i n m e d  thermal motion) the Born equation will 
become better at represeumg ~ o d j n a m i c  p m p d e s  as the t e m p w m  1s 
increased Hclgeson et d. (1974,1976,1981) have applied the Born equation 
modeling the rmdard partial molar volumer and heat capacities of electrolyte 
solutions. 
The Helgcson-KLLbam-Flo- "W model is rpsial case of &m- 
Abraham model. This model adds an @cal rerm forthe secondary solvation 
layer, and assumes for the primary solvation layer, E = I so that Equation 2.49 
reducer to the Born equation withr 2 r- In all of these equations, the 
"e&ctive" radii for anionic v i e s  are equivalent to crysfallogrsphic radii and for 
eationic species the effective radii are taken to k equal m the crystlllepqhic 
radii plus 0.942 k whm Z is the charge ofthe cation. 
The Bom equation can be v e n t e d  by ( H e l m  R al., 1981) 
AG = o, (€-I - 1) 12.531 
whm y = 6.94657 x 10' (2 1 r) A 1 mol-'. The equation for t k  partial molar 
pmpmies of ions is based on the choice of m v m t i m  for K (aq). These may be 
expressed thmugh the values of q forthe i m  (for calculation ofthe absolute as 
-red to the conventional standard partial molar Gabs free energy of solvation). 
The relatiorship ofthese di&rmt y values for ions is rhoam below: 
~ f ' = o ? * ~ C .  12.54)  
whm oe '" n f m  to the "abofute" pmperty of the ioa, %OB' is the convcnuonal 
pmperty based on o"& = 0, and od,* is eqval to the "absolute" o. for the 
aqueous hydmgcn ion. No such cmplicatim rm present whm considrring 
rolutcs as the sum of their ionic components. 
The Helgaon-Kirkham-F1owm eqvatim of state for standard sate 
volvmcs and heat capacities at c o m t  pssurc have the fonn ( S h k  and 
Helgeson. 1988; Tanger and Helpan, 1988): 
C,' = e, 5 / (T-a)= - AC&,m 
where all c, ( i = I 4  ) and 0 are fining c&cimB. The AYD,, terms come 
d k d y  from the relationship of &e panial molar free magy to panial molar 
volumes and heat capscitics 
where Q and X are shorthand nofatiom €or the t m  containing the various 
prrssurr and tempawe derivatives of the dielstric constant that -It from the 
Born equation. Nummical values for these mms w m  taken fmm Hd- and 
W s m  (Helgeson and Kirlrham, 1974,1976). 
The fim two mms in eaeh of Equatim 2.55 and 2.56 abve arc pmly 
empirical and are mom impmat at low tempmmm w k  the Born model ts 
least satisfactory. The third term in each equation d t s  m h l y  from the Born 
equation. It dominaa at high mqemmrm whm the model is mmf rarisfa-. 
Because ofthe balance of empirid and themtical mmpooens, tbe HKF 
mtmmt is panicularly well suited for enraplation of low tempmure data for 
standard natt partial molar propmic~ m higher t ~ ~ .  A fit of the HKF 
model lo all of the srandard partial molarpmpndes dam forthe syrtrms rNLed in 
this thesis is presented in the following chapurr. 
23.4 Cbelating Agent% EDTA m d  NTA 
In rhir -is, thc term -laration is used to &mibe the hding  of 
m d  ions to a pacer number of e i k  0-c or inorgmic molsules or ions 
referred to as ligand The bonding bctarem a metal and its ligand is rrpmated as 
being covalent for an anionic l i p 4  and cmdbativc or dative for a neuaal 
ligand. The holding of a hydrogen or metal amm b e e n  far0 amms of a single 
molsule is called chetation. The chclates can be soluble orkmlublc. 
Sequemation is defined as the formation of a sahble metal cbelau. tmn is 
also used to danibe the herolubiiion of metal ion precipi~~es. In reladm to the 
indvmial problem of scale and other d m  me finds the t m  cheladon and 
quesmtiion USXI inr~chmgeably rhroughout the li-.
Many chrmicalr can requester metal ionr. These agents - be either 
organic or inorgmtc compnmds, but most of the horn seqesnmts zze organic. 
EDTA and NTA arr examples of amhapolyearboxylic acids which are among the 
more cornon requswmr uxd in wa!erueaiing m cnnm,I reale a d  w i t  
formanon. EDTA and X A  have been used forpolishing msrmems in boiler 
water and the -oval of calcium d f a t e  and calcium hydm@tc depmin. 
both by tbcmriclva and in conjunction w& other agerm. For example. the w e  of 
EDTA and NTA in the me-mp -ma1 of anhydrire from hearer mba m 
didlation-typc d i ~ ~ e  eatercmvclrion plants way discus& in derail by MWR et 
al. (1972). Bath ofthese agents were effective removal agsnn and apparently 
functioned in the following manna 
No, KDTA (aq) - CoSO, (I) - N a z C d D I A  (oq)  - NapO, (r) ' 2 .  j p )  
Additions of HISO, to prrcipitate CaSO, f o l l d b y  NaOH additions were rh- 
to be a -very mhmque for the chelant. 
EDTA andNTA at t i m  mmnbwd to severe boila m i o n  problems, but 
a war later fomd that if small hsidvalr of chelam wac maintake4 little 
eormsion, if any, ocamed Toda9s modem boiler warmmatmeat progarin me 
EDTA or NTA aloag wtb polymeric sludge conditions. The amount of 
xqvemant is monitored elorely, maintaining d y  enough seqvwant to complex 
the residual calcium 6m prmeamlent: large exccses are avoided 
Cheladng agents @Iy RaCt mth polyvalent mads  on a mol perm01 
baris. Sise the molrmlar weight of NTA is only t w o - W  that of EDTA, I pan 
o f X A  can urually complex the same amount ofpolyvalent ion as 1.5 pam 
EDTA. How-. d i h m  in cost and envimmmtal cfkmiwneu will 
determine which mat~ial  is sleeted for we in a given application. 
Whm sequestering agents are added to aqum1~1 I u t i m  containing metal 
ions a complex is formed Whm taro or more m& M in iolution. which is the 
case in marural watm, the a a competing reaction fa the wquertering agmt. 
One mle of chemical equilibrium models is to interpm and p d c t  con@tion in 
mdticomponmt systmu. 
The formation of complexes with chclating agmn ate equilldrium 
reaaions. The complexing is influenced by pH, reqmaDM, naDM af 
elafrolyra, ctc. Mom eadm can be complrredmder one set of mnditim than 
tmder another. The log K vafue, or stability constan5 is m m m d y  used to 
describe the effectiveness of various s c q u * ~ ~ t r .  TIE srabiliry commtr used in 
rhir thesis to dambc the i o d o n  of EDTA are -4 as followr: 
K p D T A  '- (09) - K + (aq) + KEDTA " (ag)  
K, = IZEDT-4 '1 fJf7 12.62) 
[HFDTA '7 
Similarly, the ionization d o n s  of aqueous NTA are a. follow: 
KNTA (09) * K T  (q) NTA'. (09) 
. [ N T A ' ~  1x1 
[HNTA '1 
Tho valuer of variovs themadynamic pmpertis ( K, AW, etc.) asscclated with 
the above ionization reactions of EDTA andNTA. and selected for use in our 
thmod@e ealculatim M M b e d  in Chapm 4 and 5. 
There is mow a reasonably complete thcrmadpmnic data base for aqueous 
complexes of FDTA and NTA with manmany cations near 25'C (Martell and 
Motekaitis, 1988; Martell and Smith, 1982; Chismen and I r a q  1983: And-, 
1975). The data for log K and M M also svmmariral in Table 22. 
21. Experimental Equipment 
2.4.1 Picker Flow Micrwlorimeter 
Several different cxpahmtal techniques have been used to derive the 
v i f i c  heat or heat capacity of aqueous solutions sonraining dissolved 
electrolytes. Usually, these mcammtnents have k e n  made with batch calorimetm 
that ac-hly measure I m m  amounts of energy input and the cmespnding 
trmpemture change so that the heat capacity can be calculated by u~ of Fqmtion 
2.3. These calorimeters are quite accurate for m m W M  solutions but bccome 
much Ins accurate for rolutim at law con-Wtim of solute. Accurate 
measurements a dilute solutions are very important for determining the standard 
paaial molar pmperries. The principal importaw ofthe Picker flow 
microcalorimeter ( P i c k e t  al. 1971) lies in its use forthe determimation of heat 
capacities of diluh rolutim. 
The Picker flow rrdemalorimCm contaim two symmetrical cells that 
consist of hollow tube. to which me connected h e a m  ( h e r  diodes) and 
sensitive temperature sensors ( t h d t o r s ) .  The tempeIalure i n w e  generated 
by the heater in the solution flowing through each cell is detected dorunstream by 
the thmirtor. The heat c w i t y  of the solution can be determined by the 
Here o is the volumetric specific h a  capacity a = E? / 4 W is the elesmc power 
input to the heater, f is the volumetric flow nlre ofthe liquid h u &  the cell, and 
AT is the trmprrature rise @ced by the combination of flow rate and electric 
power. A single-cell flow calorimeterbrped an this equaim could be uMd to 
& t e e  the volumetric heat capsciry of a liquid but would be lnferia to a batch 
calorimmr because of pmblemr auociami with mainmining and m d g  very 
armrate constant flow rats. The rymmcrrical twi~cell design of the Picker 
i n m e n <  however, makes it psrticularly well-lumd f a  the measurement of the 
ratio between the h a t  capacttin of Puo liquids BS opposed m the absolute 
meas-mt described above. 
The Picker hcat capacity flow micrcdorimetcr is dercribdrshcmatically 
in Figurc 2.1. The calorimeter is diFferatial and it is operated by measuring 
directly the difference in the power requid to maintain the same d u e  of AT in 
the rwo cells. If the volumetric flow rate f is identical, the difference in power is 
related to the volumetric heat capacily(a) of the liquids flowing h u g h  the 
reference and working cells. 
Liquids A and B am them- at a b e d  tempmblre ( T& kfm 
entering in the cells and an heated initially by an equal heating p e r  W. 
dissipated by the two rmer diodes ( Z, and ), which act as heata elemmu. 
Differearn in the tempm~un rise in each cell ( AT) result from di*m in 
either the flow rates or the volumetric heat capacity (a) ofthe liquids. The flow 
rates are made equal by connecting the two cells in series as show in Figure 2.1. 
so that differences in AT ariarise only because ofdissymmetry in the volumetric hem 
capacities (0) and heaterporuer. In practice, differences in AT are zeroed by a 
M a c k  conuol on the nment pasing through the heater Z, af the working cell. 
This mode mdm the system indqadcnt of the actual flow rate of the liquids, 
pmvidcd it is kept the ramc in both cells. The amount of energy (AW) supplied in 
feedback to restore thermal equilibrium in the relation with heating power Wo is 
directly related to the relative difference in the volumetric heat capacity (a) of 
liquidr A and B. To allow a -onable time for mamement &ring the steady 
r t l u  condition with liqud A in one cell and liquid B in the other, a long 
b o s f a t a d  length of small diameter tubing (theG'delay line") is used to connect 
the two cells. This pmvides an suitable delay time forthe replacentent of liquid A 
by liquid B when the inpn MLve 0 is mmted. 
llte relation bcovem volumeeic heal capasin/ (0) ofliquids A and B, W, 
and AW is given by the following -tiom. When liquid B is in the working cell 
and liquid A in the re fmce seli: 
A w  /we = (a, - OJ l a. bm 1  CAW 1  WJ = o, 1 g 12.691 
Whm IiquidA is in the w&g CCU and liqnid B in the r e f m c e  CCU: 
A w / w . - ( 0 , - o J I o ,  then l - ( A W I W J = ~ O l l O .  12.701 
where q s the valum&c heat capacity of the messumd liquid B, a, is the 
volumemc heat capacity of the r e h e c  liquid A, Wo is the heaMg power, and 
AW is the di&nnce k m e m  healing paw= in the working cell relative to the 
refmncs cell re-dta maincab an equal t cmp twe  i n m e n t  in the two 
calorimstric cells. 
Because the rpectfic heat capcity varies wid the ternpentwe, it is 
impomant to determine the tnupemm gradient ( ATJ pmduced by the heating 
power W. inorder to evaluate the mean tempatwe (TJ at which c, is cffscflvsly 
measured This measmentent is comidmd to be the average specific heat 
eapacrty over the mnprame gradient (AT& assuming that the variatioo of c, with 
tempmawe is linear. The evaluation ofT, can be done by the following relation: 
T, = Trr + AT- I 2 (2.711 
where L is the mean IenpmfuR for the c, m-enf TT the temperature at 
which liquid A and B an b o s t a t e d  In this rmdy, na~opurc -was uwd ar 
mf-e liquid. 
The n o d  pw%~rn ofthe differential oi@ mtplt ofthe Picker 
calorimeter is of the ader of the p m i s ~ m  and amvafy of batch ealnimmr (0.1 
to 0.3 %). However. the signal b m  the Picker flow calorimeter is a d k c l  
diffmtial mewrcment of the ratio of the heat capacity of the solmion and 
refermcc. So Img as the heat capaty ofthe reference liquid is b o w  accurately, 
the mearund heal capacity ofthe unlmown liquid shouldbe much more precise 
than the absolute nmswement obtained b m  a htch immunmt. The Picker flow 
calorimeter generally pmdum heat capacities of aqueous ralutiolw refmnccd to 
waterwith a preoision of0.01%. Siace only the difference in specific heat for a 
solution and water is requid, this calorimsts~ gives us a direct m d a c m t e  
measurement of appamm molar heat capcity. Thm have beex no calorimeters 
developed to date that yield more pmise a p m t  molar heat capacities of dilute 
aqueous solutions. 
It has brm notedby Dnaoym n al. (1976) and Whio and Wmd(I982) 
that the Picker flow calorimeter suffers €tom very small heat losses due m slight 
a s p m e m a  in the two ells. This heat leak h normally assessed by m a s u n g  the 
rpffitic heat of a relatively unce~fmd rtsndsrd sobtion of NaCI. The heat leak 
correction factor ff h defined in t- of Equation 2.69 by 
Where all symbols were definedpnviously. The heat I& comnioa factor 
should always be greater than unity, denofinga d l e r  AT than expectul 
All of the heat capacity qaimenm for&is thesis pmject were performed 
using a Picker flow mcmalorimem (Sadcv model CP-C) specially find with 
platinum cells. The calorimeter wao cmeeted m a Sadev thermal detection unit 
(model DT-C) that was uxd for tuniag and calibrating the calorimeter and for 
output of the differential calarmdric signal and a precise high velosiiy smlating 
bath with temperature m m l  unit (Sadcv model CT-L). The differential output 
voltage of the t h d  detection unif calldration voltages andcIUrentS were 
recorded by a Hcwlett-Paekard 34401A digital multbnerer. Tempemtare was 
monitored by a themistor (Omega typ 44107) c a l ~ h a d  against a Hmlm- 
Pacltard quam crystal thmomerer (HP 28MA) waable to MST stan-, 
which irsclf was calibrated 6quently ar rhe ice point of warm. The data collened 
h m  the calolimca were scared in a mmputer for hthaanalysis. KP 
InrmrmmtD and Sigmd'IoP soflsvar. lucre uxd in the dam recording and 
analysis. 
212. Vibrating Tube Deaslmeter 
As mentioned in the pmious d o n ,  w w t e  deasities of the herolutio~u are 
required to con- rhc valumctric heat capacity ratias obtained fmm the Picker 
flow micmcalorimnrr inm the opsific heat &ties thst m required m 
calculate Cp,. Also, the densities yield the qparmtmola~ volumes of LC 
a q u m  solutirn being rrvdied. 
One of the mmomsitive pieces of apparatus f o r m ~ & ~ ~ m t  of the 
densitia of aqumus soluticm is the vibrating tube dauimeter. The mea~ucment 
principle of the vibrating tube densimnrr is b d  on the pmpem'es of a 
mechanical ascillamr. The mural v i i o n  f req~acy  of a U-Nb, firmly 
a n c h d  at both d, is related to iu marr per unit Imgh mdto aresmmg f- 
cannanr. The r c s m c c  fmpmcyof lhir Nk aseillator ir thvs s herim of the 
density of any fluid it contains. Ycannnnmt ofthe resmmce period (;) yelds 
the demity (d) of the fluid according to the relationship: 
d s A - K t  '2.73) 
W h e r e A m d K a r r ~ o o f r h e r y n ~ w h i c h m a y k ~ b y  
maighrfmard caltdrarion using rwo fluids of Imam dmsiry, rypically omogcn 
gar and water. The calibration mmmt K of rhc denshem is calculated h m  
where d, and 4 im rhe I m m  dnuina of the ma Rfmnce substances and r, and 
;, are the emrespmding time pri& for these two ~ b a a m m .  The N-baamees 
traditimally used for this purport wen wafer (d = 0.997047 g mi' at 25°C. &I1 
1963 1)d pure NUOgClt gas. 
The density mcamrrmens in our study wen carried om in a Sodev model 
PC-B flow dersimCtCTEquipped -with a platinmu vibdng Nbe. The mechanical 
characteristics of platinum made ?he catibration pmc& using nimgm and 
warn urnatisfactory because ofa slightly om-linear respnse ( Hwey, 1988). It 
was found that ca i1Wm of the inmuwm with a 1 molal YaCl solution md 
water resulted in expimental densma arll  w i t h  qezed  v n m t i a  (Hill. 
1990; *her and W a g ,  1990). 
ha the densinma has beea the densky of an unkxmn 
aqueous solution could be ealeulated relative to warm by the following equa6oo: 
w h c n 4 a n d d a r r t h e ~ e s o f ~ a n d s o l u d m a n d r . a n d r ; m t h e  
cmeqonding ~wmant ime periods afthe v i w g   be. 
The t e n p r a m  of the h i m e m  was m o d d  by L ~ p l a s c d  m 
the =daring fluid lina from the tmpmamre batb This hmismrwas 
calibrated by the rameproeedurc as that for the calorim~. Thermistor 
reristmm were measured with a Hcarlen-Packard 34401A dip id  multimcrer. 
Time pmads were demmincd by using a HmIen-Packid mivenal cmm HY 
5328A and averqjng the cnmtr acquind for 30 stcon& (the he clock rpecd 
of rhc c m r n  is 10 MHz) .  The l m i v d  munm *as intdacd to a cmmnmr 
though a Hmlett-Packard Data q u k i t i o n i m m l  lmit 3421A interface. 
Normally 160 ofthere 30 second av- time pcnods genmted by the universal 
counter collected by the computer for each nrpemnmral run. These recorded 
time periods were averaged over rpsified intmais (Iwseline, peak etc.) by the 
computer. k averages normally were made on no less b n  40 of the recorded 
average time periods. The Sadw density apparatus allom densay m e m m m e n ~  
with p.p.m. (pml per m~llim) precision to be cattiedm in il fm minutes, using as 
link sr I cm' of liquid 
2.43 Cdeohfiom of Apparent Mo1.r PropRia 
The d a  ofm ~ m s  with the Picker flow calorimeter im 
volumetric heat v i t y  ratios 010~. By cmbinhgthese with the d-itics that 
have also been mnuurrd, the specific beat capacities (J K-' g') and hence the 
desired apparent molar hcat capcities C* of the solures may be calculated 
Similarly, the drmities of the solutio01 leadto apparent molar volumes V* of the 
solute. T h e  apparmt molar hcat capacities and volumes im defined by Equation 
2.17. 
m e  exprimeaal quantifies that come M y  h m  mem"mmSnt9 with the 
Picker flow calorimner and densirneterare [4dl(4.'dp) - I] and (d- dp) derived 
from equations 2.69 and 2.76. The equations for the calculation of exprimenfal 
rpecific heat capacities and densities an the following: 
and 
(d - d.7 = K (t - T:) (2.771 
For the directly useful equations for calculatim of apparent molar heat capacities 
and volumes, then are 
C,, = c, M + 1000 (5 - c;) 1 m (2.781 
In these equatim, m is the mmolality of the solution; M is the molar mars of the 
solute; d and are the densities of solution and ofpun wafer: andcP and cFr are 
the specific heat capacities of the solution and of pun water. The values of spcific 
heat capacities and densities of pure water wcre taken from the cmnpiladon by Hill 
(1990) as cited by Archer (1992). 
The equatim that define mean appsrrm molar volumes and heat capacities 
for solutions containing two solutes an given below. 
Vw- = MI + mr Mz m, M,) I d - +'-'I 
' (ml + 1,) 
12.801 
Here m, is the molality and M, is the molar mass, of the additional (electrolyte) 
species nspenively. All otha  symbols have the same meaning as in Section 2.2.4 
above. 
2.4.4 Curve Fitting Methods and M p e n t  of Uncertainties 
In vbis thesis. the Sadev Picker flow Ealorimaer and dmrimetcr werc wed 
to measure the relative specific heat capacities and densities for sample solutions. 
According to the operating principle o f  the Picker flow calorimeter, ( E m o n  
2.68) the experimental relative specific h- I c, = 
( W, f, d, AT3 i (W, f, 4 AT,). where €, is the mars flow rate ofthesolution, W, is 
the power input to the each cell in the pic kc real^, 4 is the density of the 
sample and r e f m c c  rolutim, T is the teqamm of each cell. Therefore. the 
contributions to randam errors in OUT mpimmtzl data include tlucNatiom and 
relative ermrr in (a) the heater respanre, (b) the flow ran, (c) the cell rempemmm, 
and (dl the delay line tempnature. R m  work by Xiao and Tmnaine (1997) has 
shown that these lead to random ermn in CPa and V, thatare lnvmely 
pmpomonal to the molality of ooiutioq m. 
Long tnm experience wimthc Sodcv calorimeter and h i m e t e r  has 
shorn that WJtmatic and random ermn in measummrnD at low molalities 
inc- pro-ively as the mpimsmal t m p m  ismoved from 25°C. 
(See, for example: Hovey and Tmminc, 1986; Hovey, 1988). Possible rawos for 
the in-ed enorr am impafect thermomtting ofthe inaaal delay line in the 
Picker calorimeter and impcrfat thermosratting of the inwming fluid in the 
dmameter, associated with the desip of both hsQnmcnS. The f d o n  of 
bubbles h m  dissolved air is a wnsistmt problem that affects acnuacy at SSPC. 
Systematic cmm in the m& heat capacities and dmrities of the 
sample solutions also have to be w n s i d d .  The systematic ermn arise h (a) 
mrs in the heat leak mmction factor ff, @) emom in preparing standard 
ralutions, and (c) orhcrcalibration m r s .  
Weighted least squares NTVC fitling techniques have been wed m fit the 
mended Debyc-Hackel e l o n  (Equation 2.24) 6Fjt to the isothmnal data at the 
nperimental t e m p a m  then to a "global" model in which tnnpram 
dcpmdmt p m e f m  were Mfed m all the -earn1 data for excess p p m i e s  
at di&Rnt ionic s a n g t h  and different tempam.  Since these memuemmts 
wne made before the work of Xiao and T&e (1997). the weighting methd 
was based on a more arbitmy consideration that lowcrmolalities of sample 
solution will give the higher uncmainties because of the limitations of the 
ealorimrm and densimem response. Typically, values of C,* and V, were 
assigned weighting factors of 1.0 formolality m >0.1, and 0.1 form I 0.1. 
The purpade of the global fit was to provide equations for inmpolating 
valuer of C,. and V, within the range of the arperimcntal data. l'hc hcccminty in 
the emapolared va lm of C," and Vo war a~sigaed as twice the standard &nation 
of C,O and V" as demmined fmm the i s o t h d  n w c  fits (20) ptvr a subjective 
&ma* of systematic m n  dmved € c m  (a) differences between the values fmm 
isoth-al and global m e  6ts and (b) diffnmeer betwm wr d t s  and the 
limited data from other workers, usually at 2PC only. 
The em- in interpolated values of CD+ and V6 dmi~ed fmm these 
expressions at finite ionic mra& in the m g e  of our data SR expened to be less 
than the uncatnhhes in the exmplated value3 fm Cpo and V'. We have therefore 
follawed the current practice of many authots by fitting the mperafure dependent 
form of Equation 224 M y .  a i h t  aitempting to optimire the equation to 
m o v e  setistical c n w s ~ I a t i o m  bersvnn the fitting parameters. Because the 
form of the equation was not optimile4 and because no physical intqmation is 
attached10 the excess pmpsty pamm&as, e m r  estbmtm are only repmted for 
C; and V'. (See, for example, Pogue and AAlldnsm 1988; Haldn et al. 1994; 
Perron a al. 1975; LemiR a al. 1992; Phuteia ct al.; 1987.) 







Ranp offunction, 'C 
Standard m, ppm 
Estimated accuracy, ppm 0.420 10 
Tempemme o f  maximum 3.984 11.185 
density,"C 
Maximum density, kg m i '  999.972 1106.00 
* Equation 2.6, Units kg m.'. 
Tablc 2.2 Lttemnrn data for log K and AHH at 25O for EDTA andNTAn 
Eguilibria EDTA NTA 
R c f . P e f .  I l f . 2  Ref.3 Ref. l Ref.2 
Data are log K l  AH'. The wit  of AH' is W mol-'. An ab&ated 
equilibrium quotient cxpresr~on is ~nclvdcd for each constant For example, 
HIUHL.H for EDTA and IT is HEDTA'. + K - H,EDTA. 
' Rcfmnce I .  M m l l  and Smlb (1982). Refcrmce 2. Chnnemm and Lran. 
( 1983): Reference 3: Andere& 11975). 
At 25'C. ionic strength= 0.1. 
' At 25-C, ionic strength = 0 
At 25°C. ionic strength = 0.1 ( KNO,) 

Fig. 2.2 Spia t i rm of aqnmw (a) EDTA and (b) NTA 
at UT and 0.1 molar ionic smngth. 
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APPARENT AND PARTIAL MOLAR HEAT CAPACITIES AM) 
VOLUMES OF Cu(CIOJ, FROM 10 TO 5SDC 
3.1. Intmdnctiom 
Copper and its aqueous opecia are hdamcnlally linked to nummys 
natural and lndumial ~M"XS.  These include rmdies of the gmkmimy of 
copper on-body f m t i 0 9  the cormiw of cop=r  alloy^ in el&c power station 
steam gcneraton, and hydmmdvrgical y e s  forthe -very of copper om. 
All of these require a bowledge of cqvilthm pmpmies ar high fcmperamrc and 
pressure. A few of the h d p m n i c  data for Cu2*(aq) w m  repomd prrviously. 
The standard partial molar heat capacity and volume for Cu(CIO.), (aq) wne 
m-d by Spitzsret al. (1978). Millno (1972) has rewc(ved earlier 
meamremenu d V l  and complied conventional ionic volumes which permit us to 
calculate the standard panid molarvolvme for Cu'*(aq). Larsm et al. (1968) 
dmmined the standard nrthalpy of f o d m  andstandard Gibk energy of 
fomtiw for C"l+(aq). 
One purpose of this work h s  been to provide reliable heat capacity and 
volume values for vse in various classical thermdpan ic  calculations, mch ar 
rhme involving the tempmfure and pmmre dependence of Gibbs energies and 
related equilibrium properties. h pan d o u r  continuing program of 
measurements leading to kmmI and volumeuic pmpmia ofaqueaus solutions, 
we have made calorimetric and density meammmrts on solutions of CU(CIO,)~ 
(aq) b m  10 to SS'C. Results of these meamremats have been used for 
calculation of apparent molar heat capacities and a p p a t  molar volumes as a 
function of ionic strength at several mnantzatiom of Cu(CIO,X(q). These 
results have been d y r e d  and used to mimate the t cmpfure  depndm.ce of 
the convcnrid standard-wte pamal molar hau capacity and vollrmc frmetim. 
3.2. Experimental 
Sodcv CP-C flowmicrocalorimaa (Picker a al., 1971) and a Sodm 03D 
vibrating flow dmimcter (Picker a al., 1974) quipped with phtiDum cells were 
employed Rocedurer an M b e d  previously in the work of Hovey and 
~ m n i n c  (1986) and m Chapter 2. Both the calorimeter and deorimnerwm 
calibrated daily wth pure water and a standard 1 mNaCl solution. The 
expimmtal values for C,. from the mdadNaCI  solmion were cmpsrrd with 
liferam values (Archer. 1992) to correct far heat leak cffsts ( lknoyes  et al., 
1976). The calibration yielded heat-leak ememion factors of 1.033.1.004. I.004 
and 1.006 at 10.25.40 and SPC. rapectivcly. 
Capper(lO perchlorate was synthesized by neuwlidng 5 mol kg-' rolvom 
of rhe mnal ca&mate to pH 5 with Wh pmhloric aci4 thm mrys4Ihed at 
leastwiee from dilute aqucovs perchloric acid The conemwtion of the s m k  
solution prepared h m  rsryrtallkd Cu(CIO,), was determined to k 1.0508 r 
00042 mol Lg-' by timtion with r r a n d d b d  WTA solutioll using xylmol 
orange ar an indicator. (Vogel, 1989) A d l  excess of HCI (4.2 ~ 1 0 "  mal kg-'). 
uwd to su- hydmlysis, war coasiddacgligiile in subsequent calculations. 
Naaopm water (resistivity > 18 Mn cm) was uwd to dilute the stmk mlutioro by 
rn- to prrpsrr various lower concmmtim. BDH certified ACS p d e  NaCl 
was dried at IlO'C wer-ight before using. 
33. Rerum 
33.1. Apparent Molar Proprtia 
The q p m t  m d o l a r m e r  of a solate are defmed by Equation 2.17. 
The Picker flow micmealorimeferand vibrating fubc dsnsimefer yield 
experimental data fathe functions. [cpd/(+'C) - I] and (d - La), from which 
V, and C,, can easily be calculated (D-yen, 1976: Hovey d al., 1989) Here 
4 c,, C. and c,' an c h  i and specific heat capacity ofthe aqueous 
solutions and water, respectively. The expenmental paamneff and the 
co-onding values of V* and C,& for Cu(C103, (aq) an tabulated in Table 3.1. 
Values for c,' and C used in the calculations, taken fmm the compilation by Hill 
(1990). are lined in Table 3.2. 
33.2. Standard P d d  Molu Ploprtiw. 
Exprrssim for the nslldard partial molsr properties w m  obtained by 
fining fhe Guggenhcim Form of the extended Dcbye-Htickel equation (Hovey d 
a1.,1988; M i l l ~ o ,  1979) (Equation 2.24) to the he dam. Value for A, 
were taken fmm the compilation by Archer and Wang (1990). 
The temperam dependent values of Y, B, and C, w m  m ~ s e r J e d  by 
the three parameter equations used in pnviavs studies (TRmaine et al.. 1986) : 
whm T nan& for temperabm (K). The parameter3 q, are the adjustable fitting 
comtans. The term (T-190) describes the seep rise in YLL from "ry d v e  
values near 0°C and was chosen to be idemical to that used for aqueous HCI 
(Tmnaine a al., 1986) for convenience in lam calculations. By definilion, the 
limidng value of Y, at m - 0 is equal to the swdard smte propew F, Y** - Yo. 
The fitted values for standard natc ppmia snd the adjunablc costan5 were 
detmnined by a "on-linear least rquarr. analysis of the data in our rmdy, using the 
Marqud-Levenberg algorithm in commmial ro€lwae Si@loto, with 
t e m p m e  and malalily as the independat v s r i ~ b l .  Because the unccwinties 
for C, and V, an I- at lower molalities. a s W c a l  weight of 30% was piven 
to the apparent molar property data for mofalities below 0.1 mol kg-'. The 
standard dwiatioa of the fit to the entie wpsrimcntal data matrix was 2.35 1 R1 
mol-' fw C,. and 0.16 an' moT1 for Vo Gsspdvely. 
The standard state and excess parameters are tabulard in Tablc 3.3. Tablc 
3.4 p r e r t s  the standard partial molar volumes and heat capacities for aqueous 
Cu(ClOJ, h 10 to 55"C, obtsined from both the i s o t h d  and global fits. 
The ruults are p l o d  in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. 
3.4. Discoutom 
3.4.1. Complrison with Prrvioos Stodia 
In a previous study, th apparent molar heat @ties and volumes of 
Cu(CIO,)l(ap) at 2PC were dcmminedby SpiPer et al(1978). Olrr -Its fa fhe 
a p p m  molarpmperties of coppn(I1) prchlotaie at 25OC me consistent with this 
published data. Figures 3.1 and 3 2  p e m  our expimental data for apparent 
molar pmperdes fmm 10 to 55-C together with the data far Cu(CI0.)2(aq) 
rolutiow at 2 5 T  repomd by S p i m  et al. (1978). The vvalues fa the  standard 
panial molar propaties of Cu(ClO,), (aq) repomd by S p i m e t  al., are C,' = 
-72.4 1 6' mol-' and V = 63.1 cm' mof' mqectively compared with the values 
CPQ = -78.01 1 K-' mal~' and Vs = 63.35 cm' mof' demmhed in our study. 
Fitting Equation 224 m the data h Spitrds meaMnnents, yields the values 
C,' = -74.95 1 k' moT1 aad VD = 63.07 em' maf' with stmdard deviatiom of 
3.42 1 F' mal-' and 1.78 nn'mr' rrspfftively. The difference betarcen the dam 
in our study and S p i W s  lies within the -bind statistical mcchlimy fmm the 
two sets of +mental data. 
Uncewinty limits were estimated as d c s m i  below: The statistical mors 
fmm the isothermal fits(Tab1e 3.4) an 20 =10.06,3.38,5.76, and 8.66 J K-' mol-' 
f o r q a t  10,25,40,and55'Crespeetively:and2o=0.74,0.36,0.54,and0.34 
m' mall for V' at 10,25,40, and 55'C respectively. The a-ent between our 
global and isoth& fits is wi th ins  I K-' mol" for C; at 25.40, and 55°C and 
10.75 mJ moT' f a  Va, well within these limits. The difference between our 
values for the standard parrial molar e e s  of Cu(C%k(aq), and SpiQer's 
resultr(Spiacr et al., 1978) at 25*C are 3.06 J kt mol-' for C;. and 0.28 em' mol" 
f a  V". We thenfore estimate o v r o v d l  tmcmahty as (20 + 3.0) 1 k' mol-' for 
C,' and (20 + 0.30) em' mol-' for V. These un&ties were tabulared in Table 
3.4. 
The fitted values for standard state properties and the adjusmble mmm5 at 
25°C were re-determined by a non-linear least sq- analrjk of the dam in our 
study together with the data reported by Spitm et al., m yield the expI'essiom 
H m  1 stands for the iooic strength. The final fit yielded the values CCC = -75.36 I 
K-' moT1, and VO = 62.73 a' mol-', with o d l  standard deviations in C, and 
V, of 1.39 1 F' moT1 and 0.39 cm' moT' respectively. Fi- 3.5 and 3.6 present 
the a w e  fining results from the two see of experimental data for apprvent molar 
properties at 25'C. The a-ent betMen the values for Coo[Cu(C1O, 
Vo[Cu(CIO,),, aql h m  Equatiolls 3.4 and 3.5 with those in Table 3.4 lies within 
the combined experimental m r .  This %esP fit to the data at 25'C. lies well 
within the estimated uncewindes of + 6 J K.' mal.' and i 0.6 em' mol-' forthe 
global fit in Table 3.4. 
By definition, conventional ionic standardphal molarpmpmn for 
Cu2'(aq) ca. be calculated according to the additivityprinciple, 
S e v d  detemhatio~ of C i  and V for aqueous perthlorate have brm reported 
over the temperam range of  i n t m ~ t  (Havey and H e p k  1989). Reem work in 
our laboratory (T&e and Xiao. 1995; Xiao and T h e .  1996) suggests that 
Hovey and Hepldr data (1989) an most coluirmt with -lrs from the chlorids 
salts. In this study, the valua of C; and V fa ClO;(aq) at all amp"t11m were 
obtained from Hovey and Hepla. The cmventional xiogle-ion values in the work 
of Hovey n al. (1988) an based on the ~ ~ I ~ e o i c  dam for HCI (as) from 
Hmington et al. (1985) and Allred and Wwlley (1981). in preference to Ule data 
from A M o f  andTeare (1938) which cova  a broader tmpmtme range byt are 
inconsistent with tbc more re& d t s .  Chloride heat capacity values are from 
the exprsion reported by T-inc st  al. (1986) for C:(HCl.aq). The 
expressions f a  the volume and heat capacity ofNaCl(aq) were obtained from fio 
to the very precise data of Millem (1970). P- et al. (1975). and Desnoyen et 
al. (1976). The d B  are mmmrkd ar follosvs: 
The calculated values ofthc rtsndard state properties C; (Cu*,a,aq) andV 
(Cu2*.aq) are listed in Table 3.5. 
The smdard sfafe properties for Cu2*(aq) in Table 3.5 can be campad 
with the values rrpamd by othm, such as the mults cited by Millcro (1972). In 
this mdy, the values for the eonvent id  standard panid molar heat capcily and 
volume for C$*(aq) an -32.8 I K" mol-' and -24.53 cm' mol-'at ZSDC, 
respdvely. Millem'o ionic volumes lead to VV = 44.1 cm' mol-' for CIO; (aq), 
therefore using MiUem'o imic volumes forC10; (aq) and our V' values for 
Cu(ClO,), (aq), the value VO (Cu1*. aq) = -25.25 m3 moTr can be obtained This in 
sonsistent with the value VO = -25.1 m' mol-' for Cul* (a@ obtained by 
subwrdng Millem'r VO = 44.1 m' moT' for Cl0; (aq) from SpiQm's V" values 
for C"(CIO,), (a*. 
3.4.2. Temperatare Dependence of St lndud  Stxte RopHna 
As discussed in Senion 23.3, a semi-empirical equation of s f a ~  to h ' b e  
the Etandard pattial molarpmpertia of aqneow electrolytes has been developed by 
Hefgeson and co-work-. (Helgeson n al., 1981; Shock and Helgesoa, 1988; 
Shock n al., 1992 Tang- and Helgoon, 1988) The'BeIgoon-Kirlrham- 
Flowm" HKF equation of state has ban used with mces to exmaplate the 
standard partial molar prqmties of aqueous electrolytes to tempmums as high as 
300°C (Hovey and Tremaine, 1986: Hovey n al.. 198% Tremaim a al., 1986). 
When pnsnm effects are ignored, the revised HKF equations (Shoekn al., 
1992) for standard pamial molar heat capacity and vol- 
Equations 2.55-2.56. 
Our values of Cpo and V for aqneoys Cu(Cl0,k in Table 3.4 from the 
global fits were amplated  up to 3W"C by Mting the parameters m the HKF 
quai-. Relative statistical weights of lMWo were assigned to thc values for 
rtaadard p h a l  mola rpmpda ,  obtained h indivibal l e s t  r-s fir3 of the 
equatiom to the isothermal data. With 0= 1.4282 I@ J mol-' (= 1.4282 x 10' 
m' bar moll) and values far X and Q taka b m  the compilation by Helgeson 
and Kirkham (1974: 1976). thc fit yields the npmsims listed below: 
SqCs(ClOj,] l(J K - ' ~ o / ' ' )  = 209.1 - 7.736-10' 1 (T-221)' (3.141 
- "TX 
The rmdard dniahons far the curve fit are 026  cm' mol-' for VD and 5.33 1 6' 
mol-' forC,D, nrpsstively. There Roultp me plotted in Fi- 3.7 and 3.8. 
The parameters obtained by fining the HKF equation to the standard pa~tial 
molar pmperdn of Cu(ClO.),(aq), are m t e d  in Appendix In. 
Table 3. I. Eqmbental appamt molar volumes (V$ and heat capmities (Cd 
of aqueous Cu(CIO& at diffmnt concenmtiom from 10 to 55'C. 
Table 3.1. Contimed 
Tabk 32 .  Psnunearr fa water 
Taken from the compilation by Hill (1990) 
** Compiled by Arch- and Wmg (1992). 
Table 3.3 Standard sate and excess propmy pram- for C~(Cl0&(~q) 
Table 3.4 Smdard partial molar heat capacities and vol- of Cu(CI0,k (aq) 
Temp VE(isothermal)' V(gIobal)' C," (isothrrmal)' C,"(gIobal)' 
"C m' mol-I nn3 molV I K.' moT' J EL moI-' 
'. Values in -theses listed for the isothermal fie are equal to one s m b d  
deviation. 
'. Ermr limits in V" and are Z o ( i s 0 t h d  fit) + atimaad uncertainty fmm 
systematic -. Thc o v d l  standarddeviations in V and C forthe 
global c u m  fit -Is an 1 1.85 em' mol-I and114.71 f E' m$', 
Table 3.5 Cmvemimal isnic stmdardpsltial molar heat capacities and volumes 
for C"'+(aq)"*. 
* Hwey et al. (1989). 
*- Hwey et al. (1988). see also Trrmaine and Xiao (1995). 
***Obtained from elabal fit of muatians 3.1 to 3.3 with unceMintics assc8nd by 
two &dad deviation(2o) plus Lubjcctive crtimatc based on the differ& 
between global and isothermal fits and difference between our data and SpiQn's 
rsvlt at 25'C(SpiQcr ct al.. 1978). 
Fig. 3.1. A p p n r  molar heat capacities of Cu(CI0, (aq), alter 
rubtracriog the Debye-Hackel liiting law. The 
triangular points at 25 ' C  are data reported by Spitzer 
et al. (1978). 
Fig  33. Apparent molar volumes of Cu(CIO,), (aq), &r 
s u b l i n g  the Debye-Hilckel llrmring law. The 
maogular pourls at 25 *C arc data reponed by 
Temperature l°C 
Fig. 3.3. Temperatw dependence of standard partial molar heat 
capacities of Cu(C10$, (a@. The solid l i e  is the 
result of a least squares global c w e  fit to all 
experimental dam. 
Ternpmt~~re 1 OC 
Fig. 3.4. Temperature dependence of standard partial molar 
volumes of Cu(C1O J1(aq). The solid line is &e 
result of a least squares global c w e  fit of all 
experimental data 
~ / ( m o ~ k g - ' )  
Fig. 3.5. Apparent molar heat capacities of Cu(CIO,), (aq) solutions 
at 2SDC: a , tbis work: - , least squam 6t; 
,data reported by Spitzer et al. (1978). 
~~(rno~~q-') 
Fig. 3.6. Apparent molar volumes of Cu(CIOJ, (aq) rolutions 
at 2S0C: A , this work, - , least s q m  fit; 
O . d m  reported by SpiQcret al. (1978). 
Fig. 3.7. Tern- dependence of standard partial molar heat 
capacities of Cu(CIO,), (aq). The solid line is the 
least squares c w e  fit to the HKF equation. 
Temperntore l0C 
Fig. 3.8. Ternperam dependence o f  sfaadatd panial molar 
volumes of Cu(ClOJ, (aq). The solid line is the 
least q u m  curve fit to the HKF equation. 
Chapter 4 
4.1. htmiuction 
Aqueous solutions of &ylmcdinitriloteuaamic acid (EDTA) am used as 
sequestering ?.gems in several i n h m a l  applications that !nclude cleaning bailers, 
w&ning bo~lerand p m e s s  water, mating ail wells, decontamination of nuelear 
a t o r  rystmv and remedial treatment of mvimmmd sites. In all of t h e  
applications, the main scientific interest is on modeling the ennplexation of 
divalmt and mvalmt i m .  The cmnplcxation e c p i h i  stability e m m s  and 
enthalpier of most m d   DM of i~~terert have already been dcmmined at or near 
25°C. However, many of rhc applications involve mpetauues considerably 
higher ZS'C for which them w no equilibrium s m m c j  available. The 
equdibrium urnrims for high te-uue solutions can be ealevlared from a 
combination of h a m  stability cDnrmatr andmthalpiea of complexadon at 2 S C  
with the apparent m o k  heat capacitier and vol- fxm th* invdgation 
The measurrmmu h i  hcrr have led to heg capcities and densities 
of aquwus mlutim of S+H!EDTA laq) and X+CuEDTA (aq). R d u  of thae 
expenmenu arr rabulafed in the form of appmmand psmhl mola hcat capcines 
and voluma. which are &Rnly uwfvl in rhrmodymmc caiculanm of prrrnm 
and tempram dfcso. 
Revious meawmmrnrs h o u r  grmp bave led to u)ai- of C?' and VV for 
YEDTAh Iaq) and o v a  a dorm complcxc. of the f m  YEDT.4-(aq) ar25'C 
[Hovey d T m e .  1985; Hmey et al.. 1986; 1988). S o  idua at other 
have been reporred 
The purpore of this w x i  is 10 UY dx complexes of EDT.4 with sopper as a 
model 5 y n m  to mnvesi~e the effects o f  tempsanrrr on C,' and V' for m n @ y  
chelated systems. The d u  for CuEDTA and H,EDTA'Y~~), wlU be m h e d  
with rhe appmn~ and panial molar pmpclda of C h  (aq) -bed m C h a p  3 
of rhir thesis. to obtain pram- for the ~~Q of f e r n  of 
CuEDTA' laq) z a fundon of remprature. 
(BDH, Cmified ACS Reagent Grade) a llWC for aknn 24 hours, w i h  furtha 
purification. All stock solutions were prepad fiaa nanopure waferwith a fina1 
resistivity of 18 MQ cm OT greater. BDH c h f i e d  analytical reagent gm& 
ethylenediaminetmaxnic acid discdim salt (N@Ia2HDTAdiaHO) was 
dehydrated at 8WC for five days until the samples reached cormmt Mjght The 
number of warm of hydradon (n = 1.99). and hmee the molar mas, were 
calculated bom rhc weight laps mardalafler dehydming w v d  small rampla 
of the EDTA disodium d t  undervmnm, a 13PC. Stocksolutim of 
N+H2EDTA.1.99H10 were pnparrd by weight fiaa the d t  without funher 
purification. 
The NqCuEDTA salt was prepared from Aldrich Certified CNOH),, and 
BDH Cndfied Na,H,EDTA (AR), both without funha purificatio~ and 
rccrpdlized by a mnhcddaived from Vogel(l989). An excess ofCu(OH), was 
added to a 0.21701 mol L-' solution ofN%H&DTA. The mirmrr was sdmd and 
heated at 7WC for about 24 hours. The excess solid Cu(OHh was filtered out and 
d iwardd  Ethanol (95%) was slowly added10 rbc liquidphsc at 2SDC until some 
precipitate appeared After filterkg offthe precipitate, an sqval volume of e h o l  
was added dmpwise to the Mwte after a p n i d  of s w d  h m  with vigorom 
stirring. The final crystalline precipitate appeared again rvhea edmml added 
c ~ ~ t i , ~ o u ~ ~ y .  n e  @line ~ I W S  W- ~ h e d  with -I and then 
rrnystallired again by the m e  pmcedurc. The I.ecryrtailized pmdw w dried 
in bulk in a vacuum oven (5 days at 60gC) until cmmtmt weight 'YBS reached the0 
used without funher purification. Weight lors aR vannun dehydration at 139C 
c o h e d t h c  number of watm of hyhtion (n = 2.98). and the molar ofthe 
salt. The conmmtion of nak solutionr was detem&.ed by mas from the 
hydrated p&b 
All epparmt molar propenies m d  wen c o m c t d  fora very slight 
heat lam by the method described by Desnoyers etal. (1976). The heat loss 
comnion f a c m  w ~ e  obtained daily by meamremeat ofthe heat capacities and 
volume of the SfBndardNaCl solution to yield values of 1.006.1.008. 1.005 and 
1.034 for N+H,EDTA (aq) at tempenuuns of LO, 25.40 and 55°C rqectinly. 
For N+CuEDTA, *e heat leak m-tion factom were 1.W and 1.028 at I0 and 
55T,  -tively, The c o d o n  f a c m  at 25 and W C ,  were assumed to be 
1.007. 
The dmsitia of all solutions were measured nlatim to water with a So&- 
03D vibrating tobe dmsimeter with platinum cells. The cells were calibrated with 
water and nitrogen gas. The heat capacities were m u w d  relative to waterwith a 
Picker flow miemcalorimeter, Sodev Model CP-C, also equipped with platinum 
cells. Temperature was controlled mth a Sodev Model CT-L bath and measured 
with a thermistor set in a well deep in the c w l m  circuit The density and specific 
h a t  capacity of water and the NaCl rolmtiom h m  10 m 5PC w m  rakm from the 
compilation by &her and Wang (1990). 
Despite several atmnptr on subsequent dayr, the nprrimmtnl results at 
55*C were lers rrprodunble than OUT other maswemeno at lower fnnp"twcs. 
Those data were included in Table 4.1 and 4.2 but wne given a lower statistical 
weight in the data analysis described below. 
43. Resoits 
43.1. Apparent Mollr Properties 
M e a s m e n a  with the Picker flow calarimeteryield volumeuic heat 
capacities relative to the volumebic heat capacity of purr water. (Picket et al., 
1971) The ~pecifie heat capacities ofrolutioru. and hence the desired apparent 
molar capacities of the rolutim, ca. be calculated from these quantities together 
with the densities that have also b c e n m d  Similarly, the ki tometer  
memmments yield relative dmsitics, d - c, which lead to apparent molar 
velum of the solutions. It is corlveaimt andusefvl to define the "mean" or 
"eqmimental" apparent malarpmpmin by Eqmatim 224. The Pick- flow 
microcalorimeter and vibrating tube denr imem yield experimmtal data for the 
funmiom, [ c , d / ( ~ ' & ~  - I]  and (d - dp), h which V, and C, can easily be 
ealculand Here d. c, dp, and c,' arc the density and specific heat capacity of 
the aqueous solutions and water, ~peetively. Values for %o and C uned in the 
ca!culati0~, taken h the compilation by Hill (1990) arc listed in Table 3.2. 
The ~ e n t a l ~ ~  and the e o m d i a g values of V, and C, for 
NqH,EDTA (aq) and NqCuEDTA (aq) w tabvlated in Tables 4.1 and 42. 
453 .  Relaxation Connlbutioas to Heat Cnpacitiea of Mired Electrolyte 
Solotio~~r 
The values in Tabla 4.1 and 4.2 refer to the rtoichiometric solutes, that is 
m the disrolved sodium salts of the complexes, without distinguishing whethn 
significant eqvilibrium a m o w  of the fxee mnal ion or hydrolyzed EDTA 
complex an -t at equilibrium. The pHs of the aqueous N%HIEDTA and 
NqCuEDTA rtoek ralutiom are 4.70 and 7.31 rcspedvcly. Ionimt~011 reactions 
involving K are negligible in these solutions. and lens than 0.1% of the EDTA 
complex in salution dissociatu w fern h EDTA  
and T m i n c  (1985). The u)ntributionr of chemical RIa~ati~n U)CC4 in their 
rmdy am all of the order af 5 I k' mol-'. Here, we consider the equilibria 
The expressions far the cquilibrim c o m t s  KK and K, wen presmud in Section 
2.3.4. The chemical relaxation contributions are givm by the exprrs~ions 
c,:~ = -m2 ca~uan~ ( 4 . 3 )  
Where rr and P are the de- of disac~adon of H,EDTA2. according to equilibk 
4.1 and 4.2. For dilvte solutims that are only sligMly diswreiated. 
(aa I an. = a ( - A H 7  I (ZRT') ( 4 . 5 1  
cap I an., = p I (RT') ( 4 . 6 1  
The critical compilations by Martell and Smith (1982) list the values log & = 6.1 1 
t 0.02 and log K, = 2.68 + 0.02 fa the equilibria given by Equations 4.2 and 4.3 at 
25°C and 0.1 m ionic mcngth rerpectivety. The values AH; = -17.99 kl mof' 
and AH," = 5.44 W mol-' have been compiled for 25'C and ionic strength equal to 
0.1 m. Fmm these dam the chemical rrlaxadoa cmtributions can be ealculaDd 
Figure 4.1 pmcnts the appamt molar heat capacities of NqHxEDTA (acL) fmm 10 
to 55°C &er submcting the ~ I w t i o o  contribution, The -la ofchemical 
relmsion corrmbution and comstio@3 are tabdated in Table 4.3. The correction 
lies at the limit of wpetimmtrl m~mainly, The cmtribution of the small 
pmportion of the s p i e r  HEDTA"(aq) and H,EDTA-(a@ is much smaller, and 
was consider4 to be ncgli@bl.bie. 
The effm of sodium complexation with H,EDTAz- is also negligible at 
these molalitier (Anderrgg 1977: Martcll and Smith, 1974). No correction for 
conmbution of chemical relaxation to the molar heat +tics of 
N4CUEDTA (aq) has k e n  done, because the eq~"Ibriym =omtam for the 
dirrociation of CUEDTA" (aq) to form CMOE&'* (aq) and HEDTAJ- (a*, logK = 
-25.45 (Chrismen and katt 1983). is tao small for t h m  reamions to affect C,* 
433. Standard Pankl  Molar Roperties 
The exprrimmtd data and the least squares fie for apparent molar 
properria of N%H,EDTA (aq) and NaCuEDTA (a* arc platted in Figvrcs 4.1. 
4.2.4.3 and 4.4. Expressions for the standard pmid molar prop&- were 
obtained by fining the Guggmhcim fam of the exterded Debye-Hfickcl equation 
(Millero, 1979: Hovey n al., 1989). Equation 2.24, to the m&nmtd dam The 
isothmnal standard partial molar propmier were obtained fhnn the curve fit$. 
For N%H,EDTA (aq), the tempemfun depdmce of YO, By and C, were 
represented by the thrre p m m * ~ ~  e*pnssiom, Equations 3.1.32 and 3.3, used in 
previous rmdier (see Chapta 3: Havey et al. 1989). Fimd values fortbe 
adjustable constants arere dcmmiaed by a nonlinear least rquarr. a d p i s  of the 
data in Table 4.1, with both rnnpcraMe and ionic mea& a. the indepndcnt 
variables. Becaw the experimental uncertainties for C&* and V, am larger at 
lower molalities, a muistitical weight of 3Wo was given to the apparent molar 
pmp.ay data for N@I,EDTA (aq) formalalitia below 0.04 mol kg-' at I0 and 
25-C, far molalitia below 0.13 ma1 kg' at 40'C. and f a  molalitia below 0.05 
mol kg" at 5S°C. 
For N%CuEDTA (aq), a linear imic strmgth dependence was used in tbc 
l e s t  sq- curve fitting of rhe Dcby~Hfickel c o n 4  apparent molar 
propmias (+ = 0 in Equation 2.24 and in E m o n  3.3). Again, the temp2maUT 
dependence of YP and B, was rrpnrenM by the three parameter e q ~ ~ t i o r s  as 
follow : 
Because mpeimemal problems redud the precision of the measurements. a 
statisdcal weight of 50% was given to all the apparent molar pmpcrry dam for 
NqCuEDTA (aq) at 55°C. a statistical weight of lW% was given to the apparent 
molar pmpmy data formolalities below 0.05 mol Lg' at 10 aad 2S°C. 
The overall standard dwiatim of the fit to the expsimental d m  matrix far 
NqH,EDTA (aq) were 6.46 1 K-' mot' for C* and 0.45 m' mol-' far V, 
rrspeetively. Far NkCvEDTA (aq), the standard Mations wm 7.1 1 1 K" moT1 
for C,, and 0.18 em' mal-' for V, xqxmivcly. The standard sfate and excm 
pmmefen am tabubed m Tables 4.6 and4.7. 
for mvkmmental andmedical applications, the tcmpernlure dependence of 
standard pwial molar properlies for EDTA and its complexes must be represented 
accurately over the tempcramre range 0 - 37'C. The Holm- and Mermer (1983) 
quation used to represat the t-M dependent values of the standard 
molar properties Yo for NqH?EDTA (aq) andN&CuEDTA (aq) is adequate 
uithin the 1 ~ 1 d t i e s  of the qmimmtal data The temp=rafloe dependence of 
partial molar p o p t i e s  is plotted in figures 4.7,4.8,4.9 and4.10. 
Table 4.4 presents the standard partial molar volutes and heat capacities 
for N%H2EDTA (aq) and N%CuEDTA (aq) from 10 to 59C. The standard 
deviations were obtained h m  the least nwe fit by the calculation wim a 
cammetrial software SigmaPlots. 
4.4. Dbcassion 
4.4.1. Cornprison with Preview Stadis 
The appamt molar heat capacities andvolumes f a  N%H2EDTA (aq) and 
NqCuEDTA (aq) at 25'C listed in Tabla 4.1 and4.2, can be compared with the 
values reported by nhm. The apparent m o l a r p r q d a  for N%H,EDTA (aq) 
and NqCuEDTA (aq) at 25'C were repotted by H o v w  9 8  and 
more rrmt values for N%H2EDTA (aq) at 2SCC were rrported by Hovey et al. 
(1988). A lean s q u a r e  m e  fit of Equatioa 224  to the apparent mokpm@es 
at 25OC yields the value. Vo ( NqH2EDTA, aq) = 153.45 cm' moTL snd C; 
(NqH,EDTA, aq) = 149.36 1 E' mol", which are compared with values in other 
studies in Table 4.5. The values of V kom the ody  other two sets of 
experimental data d a b l e  are 154.31 cm' mol-'(Hovcy and TRmaine, 1985) and 
I53.87cm1 mot-' (Hovey a al., 1988). whichare in m u a b l e  agnemmt withour 
nsula.  The two sets of data reported by H o w  et al. ( 1985 and 1988) yield 
dues  of C; ( N%H2EDTA, a) = 168.8 16'  mar' rmd 166.6 1 k' mol". Tbew 
are in ~arDnablc a-mt with each other, but the dm differ 6mm ours by 
about 20 1 K-' moP. The experimental dats from this work iue pl-
with data fmm Hovey and Tmmake (1985). and Hovey n al. (1988) m Figure 4.5 
and 4.6. 
Ourrrsvlts for V* (Na,H,EDTA, aq) differ from the must recent r m l t  of 
Hovey a al. (1988) by up to l cm3 mol-'. just within the combined experimental 
uneefiaimy. The must signifi-t diff- M in the data at higher ionic 
sum&, I > 0.5 mol kg-'. The values forC&J%H,EDTA.aq) in this work a m  
wth thore reported by Hovey a al. (1988) mthin 4 1 k1 moT1 at I > 0.5 mol kg', 
but differ by up to 15 1 K-' mol-' at the lowest molalities. The slight difference in 
the slope of the curve yields a diff'e in C; of 20 1 k' mol" for these two sets 
of data 
The statistical errors in C;(Na,H2WTA,a) fmm the isotkmd fits an 
estimated ar 2u -22.80, 11.36, 82.98. and 66.96 1 K-' mol-' at 10.25.40 and 55°C 
reqmively. The -eat between our data far C; at 25°C with Hovey's result 
(Hovey ct al., 1988) is about I7 1 k' mol-'. aimast equal m (20 + 6) 1 K-' mar', so 
that the morestimata for ftrm the global fits were arsignaiar (2s + 6) 1 k' 
moT1. For V0(N+H,EDTAaq). the sta&cal rn im 20 = 4.66 0.98,4.16. and 
1.36 m' mol-' at 10.25.40 and 55'C. m y .  The difference between our 
data and Hovey'r b 0.43 m' mol", so tbat(2a + 0.43) m' mot-' - uwd as a 
masonable athate  of statistical plus rynematic cnnr f a  'P tmm the glabal fin 
at diffmnt ~~. Those arr tabulated in Table 4.6. 
The only IimaMe val- f a  the standard ptid molar propenis of 
S4CuEDTA (aq) at 25'C. reponcd by Hovey and Trnnaine (1985) which 
are C; = 148.5 + 0.9 1 EL mot' andV = 163.20 t 0.09 mJ mol-'. In oursrudy, 
the values areC; = 169.13 t 20.38 JK' moT1 andVD = 168.48 t 5.14m3moT' . 
rqmively. 
One possible reason fortbin difference is the hymadan n - k  
determination for N4CuEDTA (as). The hydration m b e r  for thobe solutes mylit 
be determined accurately, othersvise the conceawtion of the solufioas 
S4CuEDTA (aq) can't be s o m d y  determine4 so that the calculatiocs forthe 
molarpmpenies will be idumced. To confirm our d t s .  two se5 of 
experiments for the apparent molarpmFeriies for N4CuEDTA as) had been 
done. The fim used the commercial pmduct of NqCuEDTA purchased from 
Sipas and remnd wed the N9CuEDTA (as) which we prqad at mother h e .  
The -Its f a  r k  heappwnt molar pmpnies and rtzndard @al molar pqmier  
of N+CuEDTA (aq) are eomistmt with our previous d t s ,  but mI1 differ b m  
the results rrportcd by Hovey andTmnaine (1989. 
For C,'(N%CuEDTA,aq), the statistical mon fmm the imthnmal fits am 
2 c  = 11.28, 6.38, 14.94, and 56.08 1 K-' moT' at 10.25.40 and 55'C cqexively.  
At 25-C the diffnmn h e e n  our global fit and Hovcy's data is a h t  21 J K" 
moT', and we thwfore emmafe the ovnall ermr for C,'(N&~JEDTA,~~) as (20 4 
14) I K-' moT1. 
For VO(N%CuEDTA.aq), the rt&tical rn fmm the irothmal fits me 
20  = 0.64,0.14.0.60, and 0.82 m' mol? rrrpectivcly, and the agreement at25-C 
for our data and Hovey's is within 5.00 ad mol-', so the &tedmr for 
V0(N+CuEDTA,aq) is (20 + 5.W) cm' moT1. The d t s  are tabulaud in Table 
4.6. 
Values far C,D and YO of the i m  H,EDTA2'(aq) and C S D T A ' ~ ~ ~ )  were 
calculated from the data in Table 4.6 on the mnmtional scale, CCC(W = 0, 
V0(W,aq) z 0. There an listed m Table 4.8. 
4.4.2. ExIrapolation m Elevated Temperaturea 
The "Hclgcson-Kirkham-Fl~m'~equation of state (Helgeroa a al., 1981; 
shock and Helgeaon, 1988: Shock n al., 1992) has been used with rucnss to 
nwpalate the standard parrial molarpmpmies of aqueous elnwlytes to 
tcmprraums as high as 30VC. (Hovcy and Tmnaine, 1986; Hovcy a al., 1989). 
as mentioned in Chapter 2. When pressure effect$ am ignore4 the revised HKF 
equatim ( Shcck et al.. 1988: Hel- et al., 1981) for standard partial molar 
heat capacity and volume can be written as Equations 2.55-2.56. 
The c r y d  stmawe of MpEDTA complex wsr investigated by Stnowski 
a al. (1973). From the crystallographic data, h e  distance from meld ion (M23 to 
the ouamon oxygen atom of the EDTA molecule can be calculated as 4.21 IOA. 
The effective radius for the CU-EDTA complex - assumed to be equal to this 
nydlographic radius. The Bom cwfficiat, o, ,can be calculated according to 
9 =a,*- %*. hen  Z, is the chargeof ion. w,*= 6.94657 x lo5 xZ,'Ir-, . 
and on+& = 2.2539 x 10' ( J mot-'). It was assumed that the n y d l o p p h i c  
radius for the EDTA complex cmld also be used to calculate the effective radii for 
H,EDTA1. (a@. The Born coefficient o = 2.4388 x 10' ( J mol") therefore 
used for H,EDTAX- (aq) and CuEDTA2-(a@. 
Values af Xand Q were taken from the compilations of HeIgem and 
Kirkhmn ( 1974,1976). 
Our values of C,O and V for N%H,EDTA (aq) and NqCuEDTA (aq) were 
cxhapalated up to 30ffC by fitfing the adjustable pametem in the HKF equatim 
to the dam h the global fie m Table 4.6. A wight of 1 was assigned to a h  of 
the mdard panial mlarpqmies  used in the HKF fit The mdts arc plomd in 
Figures. 4.1 14.14. The m e t e m  fa the HKF -ti- are -nd in 
~ p p m d t r  In. 
443. Tempernturn Depmdemca of Stnbility 
One of the objecfives of this work was to use the rtandardpanial molar heat 
capacities to empolate the fonnatim wmmm for the EDTA complexes to high 
temperature. The tempcram dependence is obtained by 
W e  have eh- to calculate the temperature d q c d m c e  otthe exchange 
equilibria between the Cu2* and the EDTA complex. AC,' was calculabd fmm the 
find HKF c v t i o n  p- forcucd*(aq), H ~ E D T A ~ - ( ~ ~ ) ,  CUEDTA~.(@, and 
ClO;(aq) according to the folloeng metion 
CV(CIO,)~(~~)+NO~R~DTA("I) - Na,CYEoTA(~q)*2HClO,(aq) (4.10)  
The values AHo = 8.20 a 1.26 Id moT', ASe = 87.642 + 4.492 J K" moT'. and AG' 
= -17.90 + 0.54 W moT1 can be calculaUd fmo ?he daIa in Table 2.2, which an 
from the cornpilatiom by ChriSemsm and ImtI (1983) and Martel1 and Smith 
(1982). HKF equation parametes for HCIO. (aq) arere oMaincd ftm Hovey's 
Ph.D. thesis (Hovey, 1988). The temperam dependence of the equilibrium 
 cam^ was calculated by using the program SUPCRT92 (lohnron ct al., 1992) 
The results of the calculatiom rm pmaented in Table 4.9. 
The extrapolation of association cmsrmtp is affected by the precision of the 
values of log K, AHB, and AC*" chosen md the temperam variation of ACvo. 
The un&ties associated with the independent variables X, in this calculadm 
contribute to the variance of lag K accading to the rrprrrsim 
assuming terms an kignifieam. The metribtion of AV" term is only 
about +0.03 log unio at 573 K and f a  the pllrpase of mere ertimats it can be 
ignored. 
An appmximate mor analysis of the effects of vncenaintia in the now 
Born t- ean k made by L constant A T ,  w h m  Avo = 0, so that 
log K= log& + AW,. l(IR98) - (lmY(Z.303R) 
- AC- [ h q n 9 8 )  + 298 [ ( l m  - (11298)1)1(2303R) (4.12) 
and rhc pmpagation ofenor is as follows: 
Our erdmatc of vncmiakty is baredon the following rn in log K(298K). 
AHm(298K) and ACp'(298K)(Chrimnria and Izan 1983: Martell and Smitb 
1982): 
o ,. =nl.0943, o ,,. r 1126Umol-' ,  o , = [6.38'+ 17'+ 2@ 
+ (2 x O.I)'] " = 27.01 J K-' mol" [cdcuiatd from the overall uncRtaimy 
1 0 9  
associated with the global fits far C,' of Cu(CIO&(aq), N%H2WTA(aq), 
N%CuEDTA(aq) and HClO<(aq) at 25'C. in Table 3.4.4.6 and Hovey'n thesis 
(1988; p64)I. The conmbutiam oferrors in AH,,,D and Aces" calmlated !?om 
the above equation art plated in Figure 4.16. 
The effect of uncaLljntiu in the ionic radius used in the HKF model arm 
estimated by varying yw by * 2006 The mcmainty in log rC, arising from the 
uncertavdy m %, in plotted in Figure 4.17. 
The a v d l  mcatabty in the values dlog K b a u d b y  the rum of 
m r s  in %,,AH," andACe,', that is d 4L=dw(Eq. 4.13) + 02 &3om 
I-). Unc&ty estimateo forlog K, are pwmM in Table 4.9 do118 with the 
values of log K,. The m4mconm'bution to the errm in log K at 3WWC a r i w  
from unc&ues in the Born tenn. 
Table 4.1. Exprimcntal qprent molar wluma (TJ end heat capacities (C,J 
ofN+H,EDTA(a9) at different comcmw*ians fmm 10 to 5 9 2 .  
ICC 






A p p m t  molar volumes at 10 md 5S5C were measured by Dr. D. Shvcdov 
and Tram Pham, App-t molar heat capacities at LO and 55°C are modified 
by the values of densities according to t h e i r m e a .  
Table 4 2 E r p m m m l a l m t  molar volumes (VJand hear cspanuer lC,,) of 
Na.CuEDTA(8.q) ar dtffcrcnt concmmuom from 10 to 55'C 
Table 4.2. Coothued 
Table 4.3. Relaxation cormibutim to h a t  capciliep of N+H,EDTA (aq) 
Imic Smngth Ce+* c, ". CMv-Cn,*' 
mal kg'  I ~l mop I K-' mol-' I K" mot' 
10-c 
Table 4.3. Continued 
Ionic ~mngth c,? CM- Cp4--C*4* 
mol b-' I K-' mol-' J K-' m P '  J K-' mot-' 
4ODC 
0.23388 5.43 360.82 355.39 
Table 4.4 Standard rtae and m  OFCR CRY Pm~~ePrr fo NafriEmA (aql 
q , q, q 3 
Table 4.5 Standard state and excess prom pmmemr for NGuEDTA (@* 
* Here C, and C. were set to z m ,  so rhat linearcme fitting results were achieved. 
Table 4.6. Standard partial molarpropenia ofNa,&EDTA (aq) and 
N&CuEDTA (aq)' 
Temp. VD(isothrrmal) Vc (global) C '(isothermal) C,O (global) 
/ 'C 1 (a' moIP)' (m'  mol-')' 171 K-' moP)' I (1 ~ ~ m o r '  
'. Values in prmthcses listed far the ixrthcrmal fits arc equal to one stand& 
deviation. 
'. E m  limits in Vo and C 'are 2 o ( i s o b a l  lit) +&hated ~mcemhry  from 
systematic ems. The & d l  nmcenahty for global fits of C; and Vo of 
N&H?EDTA(aq) an t33.13 1 =' mol-' and S.08 m' mol-' nrpctively. 
the uncalaiaty for global fits of CP and V" of N%CuEDTA(aq) arc *40.29 1 
K-I malY and i2 .28  m' mol-' naesfive~y 
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Tablc4.7 Cornperiron of standard partial molar p q d e r  of Na,H,EMA (aq) 
at 2SDC 
Hovey and Tremainc 168.8 + 1.0 154.31 * 0.08 
(1985) 
Hoveyet al. (1988) 166.6 * 0.7 153.87 + 0.11 
This walr' 149.4r 5.6 153.44 + 0.49 
Standard partial m o l a r ~ e s  are imtlmmat curve tiUing results. 
Table 4.8. Standard pnttial mofarpmpnti*i of &a: H2EDTA1'(as) and 
CuEDTAZA" (aq)' 
~np .  xa*(aq) c~-(as) H,E.MA~~ CUEDTAI- 
i OC (as) (as) 
*C " and Vo far H,EDTA2- (aq) and CuEDTAh (a afe fm!n global frts of C; and 
~"'o~N%H:EDTA(~~) and N%CuEDTA(aq) after subtracmg the C," and V for 
2Na-(as). The values farNa*(aq) and CP(as) rqwned h m  w m  rakcn from 
Equation 3.7 to Equation 3.12, the uncmainties forthme values are + 0.3 m mol' 
' for v" and t 3 J K-' moT1 for C;. 
Table 4.9 Tempmivc -dace of the stability coastant forthe EDTA copper 
mplexation reaction (Equatim 4.10). 
tPC log KT r/'C log K, tIDC log KT 
Fig. 4.1 Apparent molar heat capacities of N-DTA (a@, 
after subtraefing the Debye-Hockel limiting law. 
Fig. 4.2 Apparent molar volumes of N*MA (aq), 
after subwing the D+by*HOckel limiting law. 
Fig. 4.3. Apparent molar heat capacities of N%CuEDTA (aq), 
after subtracting the Debye-Huckel limiring law. 
The solid lie is result of global fitting for all the 
experimental data 
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Fig. 4.4 Apparent molar volumes of Na,CuEDTA (aq), 
after submctkg the Debyc-Huckel limiting law. 
The solid l i e  is result of global f i h g  for all the 
experimenral dam 
Fig. 4.5 Comparison of apparent molar heat capacities of 
4 N n p T A  (aq) at 2YC. 
, this work. 
, this work, after subwcting relaxation contributions. 
A , data reported by Hovey et al. in 1988. 
- , least squares w e  fit for our data after s u M g  
relaxation contributions. 
Pig. 4.6 Comparison of applmnt molar volume of 
bNa2EDTA (aq) at 25T: , this work; 
A , &fa reported by Hovey et d. (1988); 
- , least squares curve fit for our isothermal data m 25'C. 
Tempentl~re l°C 
Fig  4.7 Temperam dependence of standard panial molar 
heat capacities of N W T A  (aq). The solid 
line is the least squares curve fit of the Holmes- 
Mesmer equation. 
Big. 4.8 Tempemwe depndmce of nandard pamial molar 
volumes of h l w D T . 4  (aq). The solid line to the 
. . 
lean rq- c w e  fit of the Holmes-Mesmer 
equation. 
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Temperature I OC 
Fii. 4.9. Temperamre dependence of standard paniai molar 
heat capacities of Na,CuEDTA (aq). The solid l i e  
is the least squares m e  fit ofthe Holmes-Mesmer 
e4UaIioa 
Temperature 1 O C  
Fig, 4.10. TempmaNm dependence of standard partial molar 
volumes of N+CuEDTA (aq). The solid l i e  
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Fig. 4.1 1. Temperature dependence of standard pmial molar 
heat capaclrlcs of N G E D T A  (aq). The solid 
. . 
lie is the lesn square4 curve fit of the HKF equation. 
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Fig  4.12. Temperature dependace of standard partial molar 
volumes of N W T A  (a. The -lid lie is 
the least squares curve tit ofthe HKF equation 
Fig. 4.13. Tempmrure dependence of standard partial molar 
hear capacities of N+CuEDTA (aq). The solid 
line is the least squares curve fit of the HKF equation 
Fig. 4.14. Temperanm dependence of standard parrial molar 
volumes of N%CuEDTA (aq). The solid 
line is the least squares c w e  fit of the HKF equation 
Fig 4.15 Temperature dependence of equilibrium constants 
for the reanion : 
Cu(CI0J2(O + N a E D T A ( ( a  N+CuEDTA(aq) + ZHClO,((aq) . 
Fig 4.16 Canmbutions to uncerrainty of log K for D, and ox,. 
. somibunon of-, --  , comibutim of o,
Fig 4.17 Contributions to uncmainry of log K *om ACPo(Bom) 
(120% of o Values). 
THERMODYNAMICS OF MA( .q)  : APPAREXT AND STANDARD 
PARTIAL MOLAR KEATCAPACmES AS0 VOLUMES OF 
N.,HNTA(aql. .Yn,iYTA(nql LYD YaCuNTA(nq). 
5.1. Lwoduetion 
The many applications of the organic chelasing ~tniuilotriacetic acid 
(NTA) include irs ux in aqumus solution at ambient and moderarely hgh 
tempmturs for dissolving metal oxides a n d s d q  in the cleaning of- 
nation boilm, dnmtaminatim of radioactive nuclear reactor coolant system 
m q w n a t r ,  and tbc ckanup of heav mMs from amtaminsred soil. To model 
the chamcal processes that occur in svch applications, and to dovelop a bsic 
undemanding of complaation -dons occwring al elevated temperatures. it is 
essential to develop a thenncdynamic data base forthe complexation equilibria 
and hydmlysir reaEtim of NTA. However, many of the applications involve 
mperaturs considerably higher than 25-C for which there are no equilibrium 
constants available. Equilibrium emstants for high temperam rolutiom can be 
dcvLvcd by combining b o r n  stability constants andendmtpies of complexation 
at 25'C 6om the litmame with standard partial molar heat capmitin andvoluma, 
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ar outlined in Chapm 2. However, m valua of Cm and V+ for NTA and irr 
complexes have bem q m e d  m rhe literame. 
This chapter describes the dnrrmi~tion of appam molar hear caperins 
and volumes of N%HNTA(aq), X+NTA(aq) and NaCuNTNaq). The 
measurnen5 were made iu a hmction of molality in Picker flow 
m i d o r i m e t m  and w i g  rvbe M e t e r s  at t e m p a m  from 10 ro 55'C. 
The panial molar @es wme also mated by a simple Born model to derive the 
tempamre depmdmce of rtandard partial molar pmpcnies for NTA a very high 
t ~ ~ .  The d m  arewed to dculate temlpcmmre depndcnt ~ c t m  
for the squilibtia baareem HNTA'Iaq), NTA'-(~~), and the complexes of NTA 
mth C"'7as). 
5.2. Erperimentnl 
Standard ratutios of XaCl wen prepmiby mars after drymg the salt 
(BDH cemfid ACS) at l IODC for about 24 how. and used without fvnher 
purificaflon. All stock ralutionr were prepmi from nanopure water with a F d  
resistance of 17 ?dA2 cm or greater. Aldrkh ( " c d e d  %+%? magent WdC 
nihiloeiacetic acid disodium ralt Na, HNTA was dned at 55'C for sevm day3 
tmtil the samples reached unmmt wei& The nock solutioas of N%HhTA((eq) 
were prep& by m a r s h  the salt =ithorn fimhapnification. 
The stack ra lu t im of N+NTA(aq) were plFparrd by mas fmm Aldrich 
cenified 99-56 w e n t  g d e  nmilomaenic afi4 Irkdim salt monohychate 
lYa!NT.kH,O) without hurher pmifieadon. The hydration tlumberaac 
& m i n e d  to be 1.020 = 0.010 by drying w conrmnt weight at 135'C. The 
calculations are bawd on rhc s t o i c h i d c  formula (NqNT.4.l.W H1O). 
n e  ralt NaCuNTA w rymhaized from Aldrich Cmified CMOH), . and 
.U&ieh Cerrificd N%HNTA, both mthorn hxherpurificatios by the same 
memad wed for Y%H2EDTA. Brietly, 678.12 g aqveous solurion of 0.79318 ma1 
k g ~ ' N + I I N T k - & w a n s x ~ a m n m f ( l l M ) .  s d m d  
and heated at 70°C for about 24 hrs. The a- solid CMOH), was mnovedby 
filmtien and the a q u a  NaCuNT.4 was m y d h d  b? a mnhd derived fmm 
VogeI(1989). h tbis mnhod nhanol(95%) rn slmly & to the liqtud phase 
~mdl a precipitate appearrd . e m  filming offlheprecipi~atc and dkadimg i~ an 
equal volume of ethanol was added & o p k  to the filtrak o v a  aperid of s w d  
horn mrh vigornus &g. Ethanol . ~ s  again added condrmou~ly to prc~~i ra te  
m o ~  NaCuiW.4. The blue g e m  c r y d l h e  pmduct was washed witb ethanol and 
then m x y d l M  again by the same pmeedure. The rcnymllized p d u a  was 
driedinbullinrmwrn(5da~at80"c)~d~1~1Lcnuredtoprrp~the1f~fk 
solution. The Ims of mars af terva~rm dehydration at 13YC emtinned the 
number of waters of hydration vhich is 1.467. The stock solution of 
?iaCuKTn(ql was prepared by  mar^ h m  the NaCuNTA.(1.46T)HH0 salt without 
funher purification. 
All apparent molar pmpenia m& wen comned for a very slight 
heat lo- by the method desmkd by DtJnoym ef al. ( I 9 7  The heat loas fmm 
war obtained daily by k g  the apparent molar heat eapadry rmd relative 
d m t y  of the nand& NaCI solmion. AU the heat lms facIom me presented ~n 
Appendix I. 
The densities of all rolutiom were mcanuedrelative to -with a S d w -  
03D vibrating tube himerer  equipped with platimrm sells. The eelk were 
calibrated daily with water and a ~ t ~ o d n d ~ o l u t i o n  of I- chloride. The hear 
eapmder were meanmd relative to water with a Picker flow mrdorimeter. 
sodm M&l CPE, a h  equipped with platinum cells. Tmpraam was 
eonoolled with a Sodev Model FT-L baL and mcanncd with a thermistor set UI a 
well deep in thc coolant &f The density andspsific heat capacity ofwata 
and NaCl s o l d m  fmm 10 to 55.C were taka tiom the compilation by Archa and 
wang(lw0). 
53.  RaolO 
53.1. Experimental Appamt M o l v  #'roped- 
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 list the nrperrmsatally dekzmhcd relative deoslties 
(dQ") and heat capacity ratios [~#(+~d,,"tl] for all of the a q u a  solutions at 
each tmpnaturr. The experimental pramems and rhe c o ~ m i h g  v a l ~ a  of
V, and C,. for N4HNTA ( 4 ,  N%MA (aq) andNaCuNTA (aq) are tabulated in 
Tables 5.1.5.2 and 5.3. Valuer fort and c,' were taka fmm rhc compilafio 
by Hill (1990). a n d t h e  sre listed in Table 3.2. 
53.2. Relamtion Conhibations to Heat Capacities OfMixed Electrolyte 
Solutiarxs 
The interpretstion of the app-t molarpmpnia d N-A (aqj is 
somewhat complicated by chemical equilibrium effects. Stoichiommic scluum 
contain small concmmtiaru d k  ions MA'' ( 4  and H,NTA- (a@, which 
form according w the equilibria 
HNTA2-(oq) - N T . 4 ' - ( 4  * H-(eq)  
and 
The qerimeatal apparent molar heat capacities, C,*(Na,HNTA,aq), are 
c n u i d d  to be the sum drhe conmbution of each speia in solution according 
to Young's rule, plus an a d d i t i d  term to eomcf forthe 6hiA in the degme of 
dissociation caused by the "chemical relaxation" cffm (Barbem et al.. 1983; 
Mains n al.. 1984: Woolley and Hepler. 1977). as discussed in S s t i m  2.2.4 and 
2.2.5. The expression is 
Hm, a and p are the degree of dissociatio~ to f m  M A "  ( a d  and H,NTA- (aq), 
nspcctively. The chemical relaxation wnbibutions am pivm by 
Further, in dilute soluriom that areonly rii@y dissociated 
(aa / a n .  = a m-, I (ZRT~)  ( 5 . 6 1  
when AH,- and AH>- refer to the mthapy of ionition to Form H>NTA'(aq) and 
NTA'lag) h m  HNTA1-(aq). Mamll and Smith (1982) lin critically compiled 
values of log K = - 9.46 For naction 5.1 and log K = 2.48 formdon 5.2 at 0.1 
mol kg' ionic mength, h m  which we calculated the values For a and pP, which 
are all ofthe or& 2 - 4x10°. These are presented in Appendix 11. Thm values 
for a and p w m  used with mthalpy dam for nanirmr 5.2 and 5.3 h the 
compilation by Manell and Smith. (1982) which are W = 19.25 klmor' and 
0.837 W mor'at ionic rmngth equal to 0.1 rrspctively, m calculate C , p  and 
CWpm'. Thae im a b  rmtmmrized in A-X U, alollgmth the final valuer for 
the species C* ( 2 Na-+ HMA22, ap). A w m i n g  AH = AHo =AH (0.lm). the 
relaxation contributions are all of the order of I x 10.' J K" mol". The rslaxation 
contributions to the hear capacity of N%HNTA (ap) are tabulated in Table 5.4. 
Similarcalculatia~ forthe relaxation contribution m C, (Ni + C N A ' ,  
aq) were carried out forthe eguilibria 
The values af u' and p', are the degm of dissociation to form Cu2.(as) and 
Cu(NTA)," cap), respectively. Uring the vahm of log K and AHv €tom dm 
compilation by Cmistmsm and Izan (1983), values for tr' and p', and h e  
relaxation contributiors to the heat capacities were calculated and are mmmmized 
in Appendix 11. Thsc chemical relaxation eontributio~ arc less than 0.1 I K-' 
mol-' and are also negligible. 
For Nn,NTA (an), only one equilibrium 
NTA3- (aq) + HIO - IINTA" (nq) + OH 7.9) 15.10) 
was considered. The expression for appmm molar heat wpacities is 
w h m  a' s the degnt ddissmshon to farm HNTAt (aq) and OK (an) Fmm the 
cxpma~on above, vaiuea for tbc spec101 C* [3N- 
tale thEac ars W m  Table 5.5 TshngpK,, = 13 999 ss tbc "besC value 
at 25-C (Olofssoa a n d H ~ ~ ,  1975), tbc value of tbc equ~hbnum constant for 
r%whon 5 10 s lo$ K = (9 65 - 13.999) = 4349 The degree of &matlon to 
form HNTA2 (an), a', d t b c  rolaxlhoa contnbuhons to tbc heai capacrhes arc 
oalmkted and summanzed m TaMe 5 5. The cmrschon to C, for spx~uhon 
rangaafmmlto8JK'mol'  
The effect of p d  dwx~shun on V, a muchlars pmnouncd, m part 
bsause rherc is no ~Datribvtion horn chemical nlaxaion. 
Apparent molar p r o p d e s  of~lrong clcctrolytcs can be represented to 
mod- concentrations by the Guggdehn form of the extended Debye-Hackel 
equation. Equation 2.24 (Hovcy et al.. 1989; Millno, 1979). Figures 5.1 to 5.6 
present the apparent molar properties of N%HNTA(aq), NaCuNTA(aq) and 
Na,NTA(aq) aflm subtracting rhe Debye-HUckel limiting law and chemical 
relaxadon contributians. Values for the Debye-Hack1 l i ~ g  sloper arae rakm 
from the coq i l a t im by Archer and Wang (1990). 
533. Standard P d  Molar Propertlea. 
Table 5.6 p s e n a  the standard partial molarvolwnes and heat capacities 
far aqueous N+HNTA (a@, NqNTA (aq) andNaCuNTA (aq), obtained by fitting 
Equation 2.24 to thc experimental values of appmtmolarpmpetties from 10 to 
55 @C. 
The tempmure dependence of Y*', 8, and C, was repsenad by the 
three paramna erp~es~ion used in previous studies (Holmes and Mesmer, 1983: 
Tmaine et al., 1986), presented in Chapter 3 sr Equation 3.13. The fincd values 
for the standani OtBtepmpdes and the adjustable constants were, detcmmed by a 
non-linear least sqtmcs  analysis of the data in our rmdy, using the Marquardt- 
Levenberg algorithm in rhe commarial wrftarar. SigmaPloP with temperamre and 
molaliv as the independent variablu. Because the unccwintie. for CC,. and V, 
are larger at lower molalitiu, a statistical weight of 5 10 I0 p m m t  was g*en to 
the apparent moiarpropnty data f a  molalities below 0.1 mol kg'. The Sfandard 
state and a c e u  param- are tabulami in Table 5.7,5.8, and 5.9. 
B e e a w  no other expxknentai data for V" and C,O forN*HNTA(aq), 
NaCuNTA(aq), and Na,NTA(aq) have bnn reported, it was mmmd that 
r t a t i rdca ld  ~yJmnatie mnr f a  NqHMA(a@ L) he theosmeas those for 
N%H,EDTA(aq), which we estimatedas (2a + 6) J sl mor' for C; and (20 + 
0.43) nn' moT1 for VO. For NaCuNTA(aq) and Na,NTA(aq), it war asmed that 
the rtltirtical and systematic emm are the same as those forNaCuEDTA(aq), 
which wem estimated as (Za t 14) J 6' mof' for C,O and (20 + 5.00) cm' mot' for 
VD . 
For N@tNTA(aq), fbe smtistical ermrr for Coo fmm thc ! r o t h d  fra arr 
2a=4.46, 16.38, 14.2, 19.92,aad63.34JR1mol"at 10, lS,25,40,55"C. ForVO 
the rtafidcalermrs are2a= 0.46. I.L8,0.44,0.62 andO.64 cm' moT1 at 10, 15, 
25.40, and 55OC r u p 3 i ~ e l y .  
For NaCuNTA(aq). the swistical morn forc; arc 20 = 35.88.47.52. 
47.14, and 23.98 1 R' mol-' at 10,25,40,55°C respectively. For VD satisdeal 
m r .  are 20 = 5.96.0.14.3.02, and 020  m' mol-' at 10,25,40, and 55°C 
nspectively. 
For Na,NTA(aq), the sfatidcal ~ m n  for C: me 20 = 117.38. 11.02.84.10. 
and 44.94 1 K-' mar' at 10.25.40.55'C mpmively. For V statistical emom are 
2 a =  1.50, 0.26, 1.20, and 1.lOcm'mol~'at 10, 2% 40, aad 55'C rrrpectively. 
Values forthe conventional ringlbion pmpertiu of HNTA2-(a@, NTA1.(a@ 
and C N A - ( a q )  ere tabulated in Table 5.10. 
5.4. Diseauloa 
5.4.1. Temperamre Dependence of Standard Pan id  Mola Plopertia 
The Hclgssan-Kkihm-F10w~~ semi-theomtical equation (Helgeron and 
Kirkham, 1974, 1976; Helgcron ef al., 1981; Shock et al., 1992) have provided a 
mams by which Iow-tempmPJre mtad-state thermodynamic pmpeaier ofaqueous 
ions can be extrapolated to higher temperams. The 'WKF equation of Sate" has 
been used with mccw to cxwpolate the standard p d a l  molar pIupeda of 
aqueous electrolytes tot^^ as  high as 3 W C  ( T d e  et al., 1986). The 
revised form of the HXF equatiom are Eqmtions 2.55 - 2.56. 
In the HKF equation, the Born coefficient fa an electrolyte, o, can be 
calmland assording to 9 = ?Ih - 5 OH.*, here Z, i o n .  q* = 
6.94657 x 105rZ,'i r., , andw,,+*=2.2539 r lO'(lmol-'). 
It was w m e d  that the ~ I o g r s p h i c  tdiw for NTA complex can be 
used to calculate the e&ctive radii for all tk NTA(aq) speeirj. The crystal 
rrmcmre for thc NaCaNTA complex has brm rrported by Barnerrand U e h  
(1979). The crywllographic radius was taka to be thc dimnee bemen themetal 
ion (Ca17 andthe ouarmosf oxygm atom of the NTA molecule, pIw the van der 
Wads radius of oxygen to yield r.,i 4.3162A. By d g  that the 
cryrmllogmphic radius of CaNTA complex is =quai to me effective radius for the 
CuNTA complex and the NTA aqueous species IINTA*. (aq) and MA'-(aq). the 
effective radius and thus the Born coefficient o can te caldatd Values of X 
and Q wne from the compilations of Hclgeson and Kirkham ( 1974,1976). 
Values of C; and V for aqueous Na,HNTA. NaCuNTA andNa,NTA from 
I0 to 55'C were nrwpolated up to 3WWC by fining the pammemS in the HKF 
equatim. The d b  are plotted in Figures 5.7 - 5.12. The paramear for HKF 
equation for NTA mmplex and aqueous p i e s  ace presented in Appendix IU. 
Table 5.1. Experimental apparent mdar volumes (V$and heat capacities ( C d  
of N%HiWA(aq) at tmpanuu from I0 I SPC. 




Table 52. Experimenral p t  molar volumes (V+) and heat capacities 
( C d  of  NaCuNTA(aq) at t c m p a u m  fmm 10 to 5 K .  
Table 5 3 Eqmmental apparent molar volwnes (VJ and heat eapanoes 
(CL> of Va,xT~(ap) at t r m p r a m  fmm 10 to 5SDC 
d - c  cpd'(cw~4Pbl 
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Table 5.4. Continued 
- 
m C~.+ a C,PxlO1 P C;'"lO' CPCCR.: 
ma1 kg' J K' mol ' x 10' J K.' mal.' x 10' J K.' mol" J K.' mol.' 
55T 
0.20688 141.09 3.792 7.844 3.734 2920 141.01 
0.099210 80.86 3.823 7.909 3.703 2.896 80.78 
r a and P are the degree of dissacialton. The relaxation conlrihutions wercdculated by using enthalpy data 
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Table 5.5. Continued 
m C,, c *  aC,+(Na, HNTA) cCc,(NaOtl) C,,Z1* C,,+(Na, NTA)** 
ma1 kg" J K'mol.' xl0' J K 'moll J K'mal.' J K '  mal.' J K" mol' 
5 5 T  
ct is the d c p  of dissocilion. The relaxlion contributions were ~~IcuIated by using enthalpy data Fmm 
Manell and Smith (1982), andassuming AH = AH" = AH (0.lm). 
** C,+ ( NTA", aq) = [C,, (Na,NTA, sq) - a C, ( Na,HNTA, aq) - a C,, ( NaOH, sq) - C,*rr'l I ( I - a) 
Table 5.6. Standard partial molarpmprdes of N+HNTA (aql and NaCuNTA (aql 
andNa,NTA (aq). 
t 1 v/ VO/ C O I  C O /  
^C ( em' mol.') ( nn' mol-') ( J K-lmol.' ) ( I K-' mol.' ) 
isothermal' global fining' isothermal' global fitting' 
N+HNTA(aq) 
I0 93.67(0.23) 93.3 10.9 -139.81(2.23)' -143 1 11- 
15 94.11(0.59) 94.91 1.6 -117.07(8.19)* -991 22 * 
25 97.8q0.22) 97.410.9 -26.82(7.10)* -37 t 20 * 
55 101.60(0.10) 99.6* 5.2 127.84(11.99)* 133 1 38 ' 
N%NTA 
I0 99.8q0.75) 99.61 6.5 -254.19(58.69)- -2141 131- 
25 105.57(0.13) 105.3 15.3 24.93(5.51)* 4 1 25' 
40 108.27(0.60) 109.2 1 6.2 128.56(42.05)* 132 + 98 
55 114.90(0.55) 11 1.7 16.1 132.92(22.47). 2181 59 
'. Valuer in -th- listed for the isokmml fm am e q d  to one standard 
deviatim- 
'. E m  l i  in V" andC' an 2o(isomermal fit) + estimaPduoc&ty from 
systematic errors. 
* ARer the mmctian of relaxation matxibution to tbc C* 
Table 5.7 Standard rtau and excess pqmtyp~amefm fmNaKNTA (as) 
Table 5.8 Smdard stue and excess p q m q  parameters for N a c N A  (aq) 
C %+ /(J Kr mot') 
Table 5.9 Smdard state and mcas propmy pmmtrn fmNa,NTA (q 
Table 5.10. Standard panid molar pqmia of spesiu: %4TA2(aq), 
CuNTA- (aq), and NTA'.. ' 
.C; and VD for WAi.(aq). CuNTA-(aq), and ?4TA%(aq) are taken from global 
ti= of C " and V' o f ? . l m A ( a q )  NaCuNTA(8q) and Na,NTA(aq) after 
rubua&g tbc C and co far ya-(&. The valus. for Ua7aq) and CP((aq) 
~poned hoe  we& &en kom Equation 3.7 lo Equation 3.12, the lmcnrainrier for 
Lhose values are 1 0.3 nn mol.' for VD and 3 1 E' mol-' for C;. 
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Fig. 5.1. Apparent molar hear capacities of N-A (aq), after 
subtracting the Debye-Hkkel limiting law and the 
chemical relaxation conuibutim. The solid line is 
the lean squares curve fit. 
Fig. 5.2. Apparent molar volumes of N-A (aq), after 
subtracting the DebycHiickel limiting law and the 
chemical relaxation contributions. The solid Lie is 
the least sqwes curve fit. 
Fig. 5.3. Apparent molar heat capacities of NaCuNTA (aq) 
solutions, after subtracting the Debye-HOckel 
limiting law. The solid line is the least squarcs 
curve fit to all the experimental data 
Fin. 5.4. A m t  molar volumes of NaCuNTA (aab after 
s;6aactmg the Debye-Hilckel limlung law. The 
rol~d lrne is rhc least rquares c w e  f i r  to all the 
experimental data 
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Fig. 55. Apparent molar heat capacities ofNa,,NTA (aq), after 
subtractimg the Debye-Hiickel limiting law and the 
chemical relaxation contributions. The solid line is 
the lean squam curve fit. 
~ l ( m o l & - ' )  
Fig. 5.6. Apparent molar volumes of Nu,NTA (aq), after 
subtracting Wbye-Htickel limiting law and the 
chemical relaxation contributions. The solid line 
is the least squares curve fit 
Fig 5.7. Tcmperanue dependence of standard pamal molar 
heat capacities of N W A  (aq). The d i d  line 
is the least sq- curve fit of the HKF equation. 
Fig. 5.8. Temperam dependence of Etandard partial molar 
volumes of NQINTA (aq). The solid line is the 
lean squares curve fit of the HKF eqmCion. 
Fig. 5.9. Temperature dependence of standard partial molar 
heat capacities of NaCuNTA (aq). The solid line 
is the least squares curve fit of the HKF equation. 
Fi 5.10. TempaRnm ~ d e o c e  of stnndard partial molar 
v o l u m ~  of NsCuNTA faa). TIe solid l i  is the 
1-t ~pusru m e  fit of L HKF equation. 
Temperature lac 
Fig. 5.11. Temperature dependence of standard partid molar 
heat capacities of N@TA (aq). The solid line is 
the least squares curve fit of the HKF equation. 
Fig. 5.12. rempemnm depmdeme of srandard panid molar 
volumes of Na,WA (aq). The solid l i e  is rhe 
least quam curve fit of the HKF equadon. 
Chspfer 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
The data obtained in this d y  M the fim nprkdvalues for the 
temperature depcndance of andV for H&IJTA2'(aq) and CuEDTA21aq). The 
valuer of C; and V" forHNTA1-(0, NTA'-(aq) and CuNTAA(aq) ine rbe fim 
npomd for any NTA species at my tcmpmuue. A s  such rhey arc of fulldamearal 
~mportvlcc for calculations of classical therm-c qmmtitics, and as  data that 
can be used m test and lor dcvclop thcomical or wmi-theoretical mamenta of 
solute hydration. 
The purpme of this work was m pmvide accurate thermodynamic data rhat 
can lead to physical chemical idommion for these implant chelaeng agens. 
Mainly, this work involved the measmemat and calculation of apparent molar 
pmperde, so that rhe cmmpmding standard partial molarpapmies covldbc 
obtained Because of the fundamental relationships benvcm standard partial molar 
heat capacities, volumes. Gibbs free e n w e s  and equilibrium coosranu, there data 
are very useful for predicting the t e q e m ~ e  and pmmm dependme of 
equilibrium conmta for EDTA andNTA complexation reactions. Thee typeo of 
calculations ( or more exactly the data used in h d ~ l a 6 O n S )  are impmmt for 
many applications. 
One important nprrimearalarpmaral arpm of this work is rhc quantitative 
a s s m a t  of the contribution of "chemical relaxation" to the total measured heat 
capacity of aqueous solutions &g partially dissociated solutes. The 
observed heat capcities of aqueous soiutim m n m i n i n g ~ a l l y  dissociated 
solutes arc higher than expected fiom the equilriummolalities of all species 
present in the $oldon. Dm to the narrne of heat capcity mcammmms ( i e d  
rrmperaMe increment), the degree of dissociation of the solute changes with 
temperam (if there is a fine enthalpy change a~saciatcdwith the dissociation 
readon) and thus changes during t h e m  of the qmmeuta l  measurement 
Several m a m m s  ofthis effect were applied forthe aqueous elecrmlyrcs and 
complexes in the present w n 4  the mon CamplicaredUeatmmU assessedthe 
contribution of "chemical ~Iaxation~' whm more tbn one diPJ0ciation readon 
war present. 
Anothm result of the present workhar been new data for the calculation of 
the t e q m a m  dependence of stability mnPBnu. Because the standard partial 
molarpropcrtia for species involved in specific equilibria- be obtained from 
our study, then the teq%mflm dependence ofthe standard partial molarpmpmia 
of those s p s i a  can be derived by w e  semi-empitical equation of ssate, such as 
the "HKF eqvatioll of state". Thrc datacan be used to estimate the temperature 
depdence of stability c o r n 1  for specific eqvilibria such as 
by combining them with enthalpy data which arc already know.  me data for the 
anperatuR depradent stability w@sm1 for these. equih%ria are impartant in 
thmnodyumics, and will be useful in the energy indusny and other appli~atim. 
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APPENDICES 
Rut  L n k  Carreftion Facton for NTA specio 

bC'9LI LbL'C 66L'P LPLI 508'P 8K9LI L59PO'O 
60'PSI 8PLC 108'P 9PL'I C08'P CI'PTI flLOI'0 
09'981 8PL'C 108'P I Z08'b C9'981 59612'0 
C1'661 6PL'C 108'b 9bL1 Z08'b L1'661 OSZPC'O 
PC'CIZ 6PL'C 108'b 9PL'I Z0Vb 8C'ClZ 810LVO 
92'522 6PCC ZOS'P 9PL'I Z08'P OE'SZZ SP809'0 
Continued 
m C,o a C,,,"'XIO' p c"4"xlo' C,,*.C",.,'" 
mol kg.' J K.'mol-' xlu' J K' mall x10' J K ' m o l '  J K '  mol" 
55°C 
I .  Here, apparent molar heat capacities are afler submcting Debys-Hilckel limilinp law. 
2. a and Pare the dcgm ofdissociation. The relaxation cantributions were calcul~nted by usinp enlhalpy dab 
fmm Martell and Smith, and nssuminp AH =AH' =AH (0.lm). 




